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It is the hope and expectation of many specialists in the area of

linear programming that a major improvement in solution techniques for

handling large-scale models with thousands of constraints will be

developed in the near future. Although the present state of the art for

solving linear programs is still firmly based on the simplex method, it

is possible that major improvements might be achieved by utilizing another

theory or technique.

In recognition of the close relationship between linear programs and

matrix games, it was surmised that the theory of the games could provide

a way of developing an improved technique. This thesis deals with the

exploration and potential contribution of the game theoretical approach

to linear programming. It consists of three sections.

The first part deals with the comprehensive relationship between

matrix games and linear programs in terms of solution criteria. In

order to do so, several processes for converting linear programs to

matrix games are studied. One of these is selected as the basis for

the conversion of the solution criteria for a matrix game to the solution



criteria for a linear program. The solution criteria of a linear pro-

gram thus obtained is verified by proving their equivalence to the

simplex criteria.

The second part deals with developing a new algorithm which utilizes

the criteria obtained in the first part. This algorithm uses the basis

updating scheme and unique pivot criteria. It is based on a pivot

procedure which is similar to that employed in the simplex method.

Then this algorithm is applied to solve matrix games through the con-

version processes of matrix games to linear programs.

The third part deals with validation and comparison of the new

algorithm with other simplex algorithms through several test problems.

The test problems were selected from textbooks. The programming of the

new algorithm and testing of the problems were exercised on a CDC CYBER

70/Model 73. MPOS (Multi-Purpose Optimization System) was used for

the two other simplex algorithms. This testing gave several useful

results. First, the validity of the new algorithm was confirmed by its

accurate solutions to all problems to which it was applied. Second, the

testing revealed that computer space and machine time required to run

the new algorithm are comparable to those of the simplex algorithms,

and it is consequently believed that the new algorithm could be made

more efficient through more advanced bookkeeping and adept programming.

Third, the number of iterations and the rate of convergence for the new

algorithm were essentially the same as the minimum iteration algorithm;

therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the new algorithm could be

refined to possibly provide a more efficient means for solving large-

scale linear programs.



In the light of the potential benefits of the game theoretical

approach to linear programming, more extensive studies in this area

are recommended. The area of prime interest includes all existing

solution methods for solving matrix games in conjunction with linear

programs, as well as improvement of the presently developed algorithm.
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A MATRIX GAME APPROACH TO LINEAR PROGRAMMING

I. INTRODUCTION

Background

The techniques and applications of operations research have

achieved a great deal of prominence in recent years. Although many re-

cently developed operations research techniques have gained a wide

interest, linear programming continues to play a major role in opera-

tions research application areas, because of its relatively simple

nature and the availability of the computer programs.

To solve large-scale linear programming problems, which are very

common in actual practice, a substantial amount of computer time and

space are required,) Coupled with the fast growth in the technology of

the electronic computer, many studies have been done to improve the

solution technique of linear programming. This is not a trivial task

even with advanced computer and algorithmic techniques to solve large

scale problems. It is the prediction of some operations research theo-

rists that more efficient techniques for analyzing very large scale prob-

lems, such as models containing thousands of constraints, will be devel-

oped in the near future (Wagner, 1969; p. 936). \If the development is

to occur, it will likely be in the linear programming area.

While the simplex method is being refined, it is also possible that

the advent of major improvements in efficiency might be achieved by a

technique which is based on another theory or technique. This research
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has its major purpose in seeking the possibility of the latter, with the)

supposition that this other theory might be:the theory of matrix games.

The relationship between linear programming problems and matrix

games has been known for decades. In theory, linear programming prob-

lems can be solved by the solution methods of the matrix game. In

practice, however, linear programming problems are usually not solved

by the solution methods of the matrix game. There are two important

reasons:

1. All solution methods for solving the matrix game are less favor-

able in efficiency than the simplex method applied to a matrix game.

2. Furthermore, the conversion process of a linear programming

problem to a matrix game usually involves four times as many elements

as the original problem.

Nonetheless, it is possible that some modification or incorporation

of solution methods of the matrix game, in conjunction with another kind

of conversion process, could yield a better solution technique than the

existing ones.j In fact, solution methods of the matrix game and con-

version processes have only been studied separately, so this approach is

new, and it is conjectured that there are complicated relationships

between the two. If we can find out these relationships and build a new

solution method for solving a linear program, and if this new method

achieves a major efficiency improvement, our effort will have been

rewarded.

The idea of this approach came to me while I was attempting to

devise a more efficient simplex variant. The column selection for the

entering variable has a variety of different rules. For many problems,
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it was noticed that the normalization of the coefficient matrix often

yields fewer iterations. But even with much effort the problems in

pivoting concerning the negative and zero elements were not resolved

very well. And this led to the new approach.

The terms used throughout this thesis will have the following

connotations: By game theory, we shall mean the theory behind games

in a philosophical sense. By linear programming, we mean the general

characteristic of the problem. By matrix games and linear programming

problems or linear programs, we indicate the specific structure of the

problem.

Research Objective

The purpose of this thesis is three-fold.

1. To show the relationship between linear programs and matrix games

in terms of the criteria by which a possible solution can be tested, and

how criteria for matrix games can be interpreted as criteria for linear

programs.

2. To develop an algorithm to solve linear programs based on the

mathematical method of the examination of submatrices (the Shapley-Snow

procedure) for solving matrix games. The operation of the algorithm is

based on the successive pivoting procedure, which examines a series of

submatrices in such a way that the iterative process of these operations

lead to a feasible optimal solution. Since the format and procedure of

this algorithm is quite similar to those of the simplex algorithms, one

could think this algorithm as a variant of the simplex method. However,

the importance of this algorithm lies on the way of thinking as to how



different methods for solving matrix games can be used efficiently to

develop new methods of solving linear programs.

3. To show through computer testing the validity of this algorithm

and to evaluate it with respect to the simplex method. The computer

testing includes the programming of the new algorithm, testing of sample

problems with the new algorithm and two simplex variants, and evaluation

of the results.

Study Procedure

To achieve these objectives, the following arrangements were made.

1. A new conversion process from a linear programming problem to

a matrix game was devised.

2. New solution criteria for the linear programming problem was

derived.

3. A basis updating scheme was modified from that of the simplex

method.

4. The pivot criteria were devised.

5. A linear programming solution algorithm was set up and tested

by computer codes.

6. Other algorithms to which the new algorithm is to be compared

were defined.

7. Test problems were selected.

8. A comparison was made between the new algorithm and the conven-

tional ones.



Structure of the Thesis

This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter I introduces the

meaning and purpose of the new approach of solving linear programs.

Chapter II introduces the state of the art for linear programming

and matrix games. Also, briefly described are many well-known solution

methods for solving both linear programs and matrix games.

Chapter III develops the criteria for a solution to matrix games,

and applies them to linear programs; and, finally, shows the equivalence

of these criteria to those of the simplex method.

Chapter IV shows how an algorithm can be derived from these

criteria.

Chapter V shows how matrix games can be solved by this algorithm.

Chapter VI shows the validity of the new algorithm through computer

testing. Evaluation of the new method with respect to the simplex

methods will also be included.

Chapter VII gives the summary, the conclusions and suggests possible

extensions of the subject.
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II. A REVIEW OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING, MATRIX GAMES,
AND THEIR SOLUTION METHODS

In this chapter, problems, fundamental theorem, useful, definitions,

as well as solution methods of linear programming problems and matrix

games w411 be reviewed. The purpose is to make clear the relationship

between the state of the art and the main discussions of this thesis,

and to help refer back when comparison between the two is needed.

Linear Programming

Linear programming is a branch of mathematical programming. It is

concerned with solving a very special type of problem in which all vari-

ables are subject to non-negativity, and all relations among the variables

are linear both in constraints and function to be optimized (maximized

or minimized) (Gass, 1969).

Formulation of Linear Programs

Mathematically, a linear program (linear programming problem) can

be put into the following form.

n

Maximize (or Minimize) = E c.x.

j=1 J

Subject to E a..x. = i = 1,2,...,m
j=1 '3

and x. 0 jci where Je{1,2,...,n}

( 2. 1)



However, there are more general formats in which every linear program can

be more economically represented: the canonical form and the standard

form.

Canonical Form

A general linear program is in the canonical form if it is a maxi-

mization problem, all constraints are of less-than-or-equal-to form and

all variables are non-negative, namely,

Max Z = cTx

s.t. Ax b

x 0

All linear programs can be converted to this form by following trans-

formations.

1. Minimization of functions is equivalent to the negative of

maximization.

2. An inequality in greater-than-or-equal-to form can be changed

to an inequality in less-than-or-equal-to form by multiplying by -1.

3. An equality can be replaced by two inequalities with opposite

directions.

4. A variable unconstrained in sign can be replaced by the differ-

ence of two non-negative variables.

Standard Form

A linear program is in the standard form if it is a maximization

problem with all constraints of equality form, and all variables non-



negative, namely,

Max Z = cTx

s.t. Ax = b

x 0

All linear programs can be converted to this form by following trans-

formations.

1. An inequality in less-than-or-equal-to form can be changed to

an equality by adding a "slack variable".

2. An inequality in greater-than-or-equal-to form can be changed

to an equality by subtracting a "surplus variable".

Since a minimization problem can be converted to a maximization

problem, we shall assume that a linear program is generally given in a

maximization form.

Solutions to a Linear Program

Any point xcRn (n-dimensional Euclidean space) is called a solution.

A solution is feasible or infeasible according to whether or not it satis-

fies all constraints and non-negativity restrictions. A feasible solution

is optimal if and only if no other feasible solution yields a larger value

of the objective function. The set of all feasible solutions is called

the feasible region. The problem is infeasible if and only if the feasi-

ble region is an empty set. The problem is unbounded if and only if it

is feasible and there exist feasible solutions with arbitrarily large

corresponding values of the objective function.

Dual Problem

For every linear program, there exists a twin problem called dual

problem. Given a linear program in canonical form (2.2), the dual



linear program is defined as

Min Z' = b
T
u

s.t. AT u c

u 0

For a linear program in standard form (2.3), the dual is

Min Z' = b
T
w

ATw c

w unrestricted

(2.4)

(2.5)

For a linear program not in canonical or standard form, the dual is ob-

tained by first converting to one of those forms. On this context, the

original problem is called the primal.

Duality Theorem

The duality theorem, which is the counterpart of the minimax theorem

in linear programming, was derived and proved by von Neumann. Duality

Theorem: Consider the primal problem in canonical form and its dual.

A feasible solution x to the primal is optimal if and only if there ex-_

ists a feasible solution to the dual y .* for which cTx* = If either

problem has an unbounded optimal solution, then the other problem is

infeasible.

Basic Solutions

Consider a consistent, non-redundant system of equations with m

linear equations in n unknowns



Ax = b,

which, also may be represented by

X
1
a1 + X

2
a
2

+ +Xa
nfl

-b
'

where

a 's are column vectors of the coefficient matrix

10

Linear algebra tells us that there exist m variables of which values add

up to b, leaving remaining variables to be zero. These m variables are

called basic variables, and remaining variables nonbasic. Values of

these m variables with values of remaining variables set to be zero con-

stitute a basic solution. A basic solution is called a basic feasible

solution if each value of this basic solution is non-negative. If a basic

feasible solution has exactly m non-zero coordinates, then it is called

non-degenerate; otherwise, it is degenerate.

The Simplex Method

The most popular and powerful method for solving linear programs is \

the simplex method, developed by Danzig in 1951. The basic idea of the

simplex method is the iterative process of finding one basic feasible

solution after another, in such a way to increase the value of the ob-

jective function so that it finally reaches the optimal basic feasible

solution. This iterative process is called pivoting, which operationally-

updates the inverse of the basis matrix. Since the coordinates of all

basic feasible solutions form a simplex in the vector space, it is

guaranteed that we can arrive at an optimal feasible solution in a finite
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number of iterations, unless cycling occurs. For each variable, there

is associated a value called the relative cost factor, which plays a

very important role for checking the optimality of the problem.

Optimality Criterion

If EBB -1R - cT 0, then the current basic feasible solution is
R

optimal. Here,E BT B
-1

R - cT is the relative cost factors of all vari
---R

ables, where represents the basic cost coefficients, -B -1 is the basis
B

inverse, R is a matrix composed of nonbasic columns of the activity co-

efficients, and c
T
is the nonbasic cost coefficients. Relative cost

R

factors are sometimes expressed as

z.
J

c.J , j = 1,2,. .,n. (2.6)

If current basic feasible solution is not optimal, pivoting operates by

entering a new basic variable and leaving one of the old basic variables.

Criterion for the Entering Basic Variable

The nonbasic variable with the most negative relative cost factor

is chosen to enter the basis, unless all relative cost factors are non-

negative, in which case the current basic feasible solution is optimal.

(2.7)

Criterion for the Leaving Basic Variable

Given that the variable x is to be the entering basic variable,

the variable x and column b
r

of the basis must leave, where r satis-
r

fies
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(B
-lb)

(B
-1b)

mini 1 S i S m & aik> 01 (2.8)
a
rk aik

where a
ik

is the i
th

component of the k
th

column of the current simplex

tableau. If a linear program is unbounded, it is detected by the

following criterion.

Unboundedness Criterion

If for any non-basic variable xk, the relative cost factor is

negative and p_k is non-positive, then the linear program is unbounded.

Here, .=p represents the k
th

column of the current simplex tableau.

(2.9)

Degeneracy and Cycling

Degeneracy occurs quite often, while cycling occurs very seldom

in practice. Lexicographical ordering,
1

is one of the devices designed

to prevent cycling.

The Two-Phase Algorithm

Among the variety of different simplex algorithms, the two-phase

algorithm is most commonly used. It consists of two parts. The first

part is designed to find a basic feasible solution for those problems

whose initial solution is not feasible. So, Phase I solves a modified

problem

1

Robert G. Bland, Mathematics of Operations Research, Vol. 2, No. 2,
May 1977.



Max Z' = -1

s.t. Ax + Iw = b

x, w 0

13

(2.10)

where additional variables in (2.10) are called artificial variables.

The purpose of this operation is to prevent the artificial variables

from entering the basis. Note that if (x
*
,w

*
) is a feasible solution

to (2.10), then x is a feasible solution to the original problem, if

and only if w = O. If we cannot find a solution to the modified prob-

lem with w = 0, we are entitled to conclude that the original problem

is infeasible. Once we find a basic feasible solution, the optimal

feasible solution is obtained by the process discussed in the preceed-

ing section, and this is the task of Phase II (Simmons, 1972).

Revised Simplex Method

In the standard simplex method (two-phase algorithm), the whole

simplex tableau is updated for each iteration. The revised simplex

method was developed to reduce the computational burden of updating

the whole tableau.

The revised simplex method utilizes the concept of simplex multi-

pliers. For each iteration, instead of updating all simplex tableaus,

only the inverse of the basis is updated. Since the simplex multi-

pliers are given as

B
= c

T
B
-1

'

we can compute the new relative cost factor by



= ci - ci -

where 11. is the new entering column vector. If not all 0, then

an improved solution is sought by first choosing k such that

c
k
= Min{c.}

Then the row is chosen such that

x* -Min {__1 , ai > 0}

1( -a-rk
aik

which necessitates the calculation of T and 'k where

b1

t

alk

a2k

amk

14

by --E = B-lt and E.
J

= El-l.E.J
J.

Once x: is determined, p.
r

is replaced

*
in the basis by 4 to form the basis B of the next cycle. Pjr is the

r
th

row vector of current simplex tableau.

In the revised simplex method, therefore, only certain key

columns of the simplex tableau for cycle k are assumed known at the

start of the cycle, namely:

*
1. The inverse of the basis B for cycle k, which numerically

is the same as the columns of cycle k corresponding to the basic
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variables of cycle 0,

2. The basic feasible solution for cycle k, which is expressed

as the constant values
lj

- z6 and the basic variables to which they

correspond. The values of all other variables are zero.

All other data required to carry out steps of the standard simplex

process are computed directly (Danzig, 1963).

Dual and Primal-Dual Algorithms

Several algorithms have been developed to take advantage of a

situation where an infeasible basic solution of the primal is available.

Often in applications, there occurs a set of problems differing from

one another only in their constant terms and cost factors. In such

cases, it is convenient to omit phase I and to use the optimal basis

for the start. These algorithms consist of a sequence of pivot steps

in the primal system, but use alternative rules for the selection of

the pivot.

Lemke (1954) developed the dual-simplex algorithm as a variant of

the standard primal simplex. Computationally similar variants, the

"method of leading variables," by Beale (1954) and parametric linear

programming, by Orchard-Hays (1956) were developed. These are sub-

sumed in the primal-dual method developed first by Ford and Fulkson

for transportation problems, and later extended to the general linear

problems by Danzig, Ford and Fulkerson (1956). In contrast, Gass and

Saaty (1955) studied the case of fixed constant terms and varying cost

coefficients. When neither the basic solution nor the dual solution

generated by its multipliers remains feasible, the corresponding
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algorithm is called composite (Orchard-Hays, 1954, 1956). The self-

dual algorithm is an example of this.

The dual simplex operates with the same tableau as the primal

method. However, the relative cost factors are nonnegative from itera-

tion to iteration (c. 0 instead of E. 0). If it also happens that

all the bi are non-negative, the associated solution will be optimal

as well as feasible. If not, a pivot row r is chosen where

b
r

Min{ b. < 0} ;

secondly, the pivot column k is chosen so that

c
k Min{--L}

--ark

4
ri

.

for a
rj

negative. If all a
rj

are non-negative, it is easy to see that

the primal has no feasible solution.

The primal-dual algorithm is a simplex variant whose number of

iterations is quite often fewer than that required by dual simplex.

Any feasible solution to the dual system may be used to initiate this

method. Associated with the dual solution is a restricted primal

requiring optimization. When the solution of the restricted primal

problem has been accomplished, an improved solution to the dual system

can be obtained. This in turn gives rise to a new restricted primal

to be optimized. After a finite number of improvements, an optimal

solution is obtained for the original unrestricted problem.

A self-dual parametric algorithm is used when neither the basic

solution nor its complementary dual is feasible. In this case, it is
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a simple matter to increase all the negative T5*i and cj to non-negative

values by adding some constant 9 to all of them. The modified problem

is now optimal. Next, in order to maintain the feasibility of the

primal and dual systems as the constants and cost coefficients are

gradually changed toward their original values, either the primal or

the dual choice criterion is employed, depending on whether the basic

solutions of the dual or the primal become infeasible.

An alternative criterion for phase I, first suggested by Markowitz,

has many points in common with the primal-dual algorithm. In this

criterion,itisproposedthatx.be chosen in such a way that there

is a maximum decrease of the objective form per unit decrease of the

infeasibility form. So, choose j k such that

c
k

Min c.

d'<°1
k

instead of choosing k in such a way that

(Danzig, 1963).

= Mina. < 1

More Advanced Techniques

Along with the fast growth of computers, a variety of advanced

techniques of the simplex variants were developed from the 50's to the

70's. Some of them are summarized below.
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Product Form of Inverse

For big-size problems, the coefficients are stored in a sparse form

in the computer to save the storage space. Product form of inverse was,

devised to maintain the basis itself in a potentially sparse form, so

that computations for each iteration are saved.

Pivot Selection Techniques

Since pivot selection rule for the standard simplex method is not

ideal, many alternative pivot selection rule were devised. Pricing

techniques select several candidates, according to the prices, for the

entering variable, and then choose one of them according to some criterion

(Orchards-Hays, 1969).

Another group of methods, one called the Devex method, originally

developed by Harris (1972), and another method of partial normalization

(Crowder and Hattigh, 1974), use more complicated rules to choose the

entering variable, and they often save quite a number of iterations,

though it takes more computation per iteration.

Decomposition and Generalized
Upper Bounding Techniques

In many cases, it takes less computation, if a structured problem

is decomposed into several small problems. Decomposition techniques

(Danzig and Wolfe, 1959) divide the original program into many subpro-

grams, and then merge these subprograms into master program step by step.

For the sparse problems, a technique called "generalize upper

bounding" works very well. It is a technique of scanning only the



indices of non-zero elements of the column, reducing scanning ineffi-

ciency.

Matrix Games

19

Matrix games form an important subclass of games. A matrix game

is a game which has the following properties.

1. The number of strategies available to the players are finite.

2. There are only two players playing.

3. The sum of payoffs to both players is zero.

Formulation of a Matrix Game Problem

Each player has his own problem and each is a part of the whole

problem. We name the two players as the row player and the column

player. Suppose that we have a matrix game given by

{ X, Y, A }

where X is a set of all possible pure strategies available to the row

player, Y is a set of all possible pure strategies available to the

column player, and A is the payoff matrix to the row player. Then the

problem to each player can be formulated as follows:

Row Player's Problem

The row player's problem i to maximize his minimum payoff level,

which can be secured rgPrOlPss .of....afly.m1xed..strategy_thecOTPMP.....Player

takes. In mathematics, it is given by



Max Z = L

T >
A x - 1L

iTx 1

x 0
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(2.13)

where L is the row player's minimum payoff level, x is an m-component

vector composed of his mixed strategy, and 1 is a column vector whose

components are all l's.

Column Player's Problem

The column players problem is to minimize the maximum_paYoff_l_PYgl

to the row player which can be secured regardless of any mixed strategy

the row player takes. In mathematics, it is given by

Min Z' = M

Ay. M1

1Ty. = 1

y. 0

(2.14)

where M is the row player's maximum payoff level, and ,y. is n-component

vector composed of the column player's mixed strategy.

Solution to a Matrix Game

To solve a matrix game is to find a triplet {x°,y°,1/} such that

oT ,
for all y_

xxTAA:).;

v

for all x

x
oT
A
yo

= v

(2.15)
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where x
o

and y
o

are optimal strategies of the row and column players,

respectively, and v is a finite real value. The pair fx°,y°1 is called

a solution to the )

given matrix game and v is called the value of the

game.

The Minimax Theorem

There is a fundamental theorem to the theory of the matrix games.

It is called the minimax theorem and was proved by von Neumann. This

theorem and its consequences may be summarized as follows.

1. There always exists a value v to a matrix game such that

Max {Min x° Ay°
x

Min {Max x° Ay . v
y. x

2.16)

where x° and y° are mixed strategies of the row and column players.

2. The values of x°,y° and v satisfies (2.15).

3. Every matrix game is solvable (von Neumann, 1944).

Basic Solutions

All solutions of general matrix game can be represented by means

of a finite number of basic solutions, which may be visualized as pairs

of vertices from two convex sets in the space of all mixed strategies

for the two players. Each basic solution has associated with it one or

more submatrices of the whole game matrix, called the kernels of the

solution. Once a basic kernel has been identified, the associated

basic solution may be computed by a formula (Shapley and Snow, 1950).
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Theorem of Shapley and Snow

Given xeX, ycY, v(M)#0, where v(M) is the value of the matrix game

M. A necessary and sufficient condition that xeX° and yeY° is that

there exists a non-singular submatrix S of M for which

1

v(M) T -1
1 S 1

(2.17)

where X° and Y° represent sets of optimal strategies for the two players

and, 5( and 2. represent parts of the mixed strategies of the two players,

corresponding to the columns and rows of the submatrix S.

Corollary to the Theorem of Shapley and Snow

A necessary and sufficient condition that a solution of of M

be basic is that there exists a square submatrix S of M such that

T
1Tadj S

.

=
T

1 adj S 1

adj S 1

T
1 adj S 1

v(M)
TD(S)

adj S 1

(2.18)
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where D(S) is the determinant of S, adj S is the adjoint matrix of S.

Method of Examination of Submatrices

A very intensive method finding all solutions to a matrix game

was developed by Shapley and Snow in 1950. Since every basic solution

is associated with at least one square submatrix (basic kernel), to

find all basic solutions it is sufficient to consider all square sub-

matrices in the light of the corollary to the theorem of Shapley and

Snow. So, this method of solving m by n matrix games examines all r x r

submatrices for r = 1,2,. .,min(m,n).

To each submatrix S, apply formulae (2.18) and determine whether

x and y belong to Sr (the set of r-dimensional vectors a for which

a 1 = 1 and a 0, k = 1,2,...,i). If not, that submatrix cannot be

a kernel; if so, determine by the minimax theorem whether the extended

vectors x and y (5( and plus zeros) belong to X
o
and Y °, respectively.

They do if and only if {x, y} is a basic solution. This procedure is

guaranteed to find every basic solution. Once every basic solution has

been found, all solutions are determined by the convex combination of

the vectors of all basic solutions (Shapley and Snow, 1950).

Successive Approximation Methods

There are several approximation methods for solving matrix games.

These may be grouped in two types: the, if rent .Ql_gag ipn fly and

the fictitious_play_type,

The Brown-Neumann procedure (1950) starts with an initial mixed

strategy for the column player. If it does not hold the row player
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down to at most zero, a force, which is formalized by a system of differ-

ential equations, is exerted on the strategy which tends to bring it

closer to equilibrium. Thus, as we continue this procedure repeatedly,

the game value approaches zero indefinitely. If, for any iteration,

the column player's strategy guarantees that the row player gets at

most zero, then the column player's strategy is in equilibrium in the

sense that there are no forces acting the column player's strategy to

move it.

The rate of convergency of this procedure is slow, and if we cut

iterations to approximate, it becomes less accurate, the accuracy de-

pending upon the number of iterations we cut off at.

Ballman's procedure (1953) is based on a similar device, but the

rate of convergence is much faster than the Brown-Neumann procedure.

The Brown-Neumann procedure and Bellmann procedure apply to only

systemetric games. But since any matrix games can be converted to

symmetric games, these procedures apply to all matrix games.

Von Neumann (1954) describes still another method. This method

starts with a triplet consisting of initial values of strategies of

both players, and the value of the game. For each triplet, an index

is assigned to indicate how close it is to a solution, and it modifies

the triplet. It was verified that as this iteration continues, this

index converges to zero, and the triplet represents the optimal solu-

tion.

The computation involved in this method, however, turned out to

be far less favorable than Danzig's simplex method. And the rate of

convergence is slower than that of simplex method.
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The other type of solution method is the iterative procedure of

fictitious play.

Brown (1951) developed a method which utilizes the traditional

statistician's philosophy of basing future decisions on the relevant

past history. Visualize two statisticians, perhaps ignorant of mini-

max theory, playing many plays of the same matrix game. One might

naturally expect a statistician to keep track of the opponent's past

plays and, in the absence of a more sophisticated calculation, perhaps

to choose at each play the optimal pure strategy against the mixture

represented by all opponent's past plays (Brown 1951).

A criticism of Brown's procedure is that it gives the initial

pure strategies more weight than it should. So, for some cases first

few iterations show quite different results, depending on the initial

strategy. This results in different rates of convergence for differ-

ent initial strategies for these cases.

The discrete anologue of the Bellman differential equation method,

which is obtained if the differential equation is replaced by a differ-

ence equation, has a damped memory effect and furnishes a new itera-

tive algorithm, which converges faster than Brown's iterative pro-

cedure. The Bellman procedure is applied directly to symmetric games:

therefore other games must be symmetricized first (Luce, 1957).
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III. SOLUTION CRITERIA FOR MATRIX
GAMES AND LINEAR PROGRAMS

Introduction

The most efficient solution procedure known so far to solve linear

programs and games is the simplex method. Games are converted to the

linear programs first and then solved by this method. Even in the

simplex method, however, the amount of computation required to solve

large-scale problems is so tedious that many improved variations were

designed.

The conversion (reduction) process of a matrix game and a linear

program to each other suggests that one solution procedure designed

to solve either one can be used to solve the other. Thus, a more

efficient solution procedure for either a matrix game or a linear

program may be adopted and applied to solve both game and linear pro-

grams, one being converted to the other. Therefore, it is reasonable

to investigate the possibility of developing an improved solution

procedure, designed to solve linear program, using the concept of

solving the matrix game.

Solution techniques introduced in Chapter II all seek to find

basic solutions first, and then general solutions are found by taking

their convex combination. These solution techniques fall in one of

the following categories.

1. Iterative process type (e.g., Simplex method, Successive

approximation methods).
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2. Intensive examination type (e.g., Method of examination of

submatrices).

By far and away the most efficient mgthodwou10_ be the one, which

could decide the basic kernel (or the basic variables) once and for all.

Unfortunately, such a method does not exist. In early stages of my re-

search, I tried to develop such a method without success. Effort was

given to use of the "stepping- stone" technique in an attempt to develop

an algorithm to decide the basic kernel directly. This idea is somewhat

similar to the direct procedure for constructing a basic feasible solu-

tion to the transportation problem. The algorithm finally proposed

worked very well for small-size problems, but it began to deviate from

the basic kernel as the problems got larger. So, the pivot procedure

had to be incorporated in it. However, since the incprporatjorlQf_tva

Ajlfgra.kincisoftechniquesinonelgorithm is a_rather_difficult.

task, I finally abandoned the former technique, and decided to hold the

latter--the pivot technique.

In order to proceed to a pivot operation, the following must be

1. The solution criteria;

2. Basis updating scheme; and

3. Pivot selection criteria.

These in turn will be investigated in the following chapters.

More formally, in this chapter, criteria for a solution to the

matrix game and the linear program will be derived. As expected, the

solution_crlteriajor the linear program correspond to those criteria

developed by the simplex method. The purpose of this chapter is to
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demonstrate applicability of the theory of games to the linear program-

ming as a part of a solution technique.

In order to apply the solution criteria to the linear programming,

a linear program has to be converted into a matrix game. The popular

conversion process--conversion into a symmetric game--involves four

times as many elements as the original program. So, it is natural to

expect as much computational--not as much theoretical--complexity by

adopting this process. Therefore, a different scheme will be devised

and adopted.

Solution Criteria for the Matrix Game

The solution criteria for a matrix game are implicitly expressed

in the method of examination of submatrices. Suppose that we examine

a submatrix S of M. After applying formulae (2.18), to be a basic solu-

tion it is required that x and belong to Sr. Sr is the set of r-

dimensional vectors for which a 1 = 1 and ak .? 0, k = 1,2,...,r. In

terms of the formulated problems (2.13) and (2.14), this requirement is

equivalent to

1Tx = 1

x ? 0

and (3.1)

yl = 1

,K .? 0

We shall name these requirements the "unity criteria" for the row

player and the column player, respectively.



where

Secondly, to be a basic solution it is required that

Max u. = Min w. = 0 (x,y)

u =

w = A
Tx

_
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(3.2)

These are another expression for the minimax theorem and 0 (x,y,) is in

fact v, the value of the game. In terms of the formulated problems

(2.13) and (2.14), they are equivalent .t

and

A x 1L

Ay M1 ,

M =L

We shall name these requirements the "optimality criteria" for the row

player and the column player, respectively. These criteria (unity and

optimality criteria) give the sufficient condition for the submatrix

S to be a basic kernel.

In addition, we define following terms: Any square submatrix S

of matrix M, subject to examination of being a basic kernel, is called

a "selective submatrix." The strategies of the row and column players

contained in a selective submatrix are called liselectin_5traWps"

of the row and column players, corresponding to that particular selec-

tive submatrix, respectively; other strategies are "non-selective."

In the following sections, several conversion processes of the

linear program into the matrix game will be discussed, followed by the



development of the solution criteria for the linear program.

Type I Conversion Process of the Linear Program

Let us consider the dual and primal linear programs in canonical

forms.

IATx

> c Ay_ b

b
Tx

= Z (Min) cTx = Z' (Max)

x > 0 y ? 0

30

(3.3)

where b = (b
l'

b
2' . "'

b
m
) and c = (c

1

,c
2' '

c
n
) are m- and n-component

column vectors and A = [a
ij

] is an m by n matrix. The type I conversion

applies only to the situation where all the components of b, c and the

matrix A = [a..1J] are positive.

In the minimization program, define

and

x' = (x'.) = (b.x.)

A' = [aii] = 07]
ij

On division by c, the inequality

Ax > c

becomes A'x' 1

where 1 = (1,1,...,1) is n-component column vector. So, the program

now becomes



A'x' 1

1Tx' = Z (Min)

x 0
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(3.4)

Since x' 0, Z > 0 holds, unless x' is a zero vector. By dividing

(3.4) by Z and defining

2 and L =

the program now reduces to the row player's problem

1Ti = 1

'x ? 1L

L = Z (Max)

>
x - 0

Likewise, the maximization program reduces to the column player's prob

y'.

lem if we let

and

c.y.

(I

ai,
A' = [aii] [b..]

M = z,.

Thus we are led to the game matrix
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If 3((0) = (;-(0) --(0) --(0)

'Al ' )(2 '""xm is maximin for the row player,

y40),...,y1-1(10).
) is minimax for the column player,

(o) (o) (o) (o)
and if v is the value of the game, then x = (xi , x2 ,...,xm )

where x(0' = Ai
1

b..v

program; and y.(°)

mization program.

= 1, is a solution of the minimization

(0) (0) (0)

Yl ' Y2 "" n

Example. Maximize 2y1 + y2

s.t. 18y1 +.12y2 3

8y1 + 6y2 5. 2

, is a solution of the maxi-

This maximization program can be converted to the column player's

problem of the matrix game {A,B,M' },

where

M' = [aid] =
18 12

3x2 3x1

8 6

2x2 2x1
2

4

The optimal strategies for the column player and the row player

are x(°) = (1,0), = (1,0), and the value of the game is v = 3.

The solution to the original program is

,(0)
(o) _ fY 1 0

'c..v' '2x3' 2x3'

and Z'

(Luce, 1957).
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This process is simple and useful for the problems to which it

applies. The characteristic of this process is that it applies to

the problems with b > 0, c > 0, and matrix A positive. These problems

always have feasible solutions. However, the lack of generality here

is the most critical factor that makes it hard to adopt this process

as a model for the general linear program.

Type II Conversion Process of the Linear Program

A more general type of conversion is the one which converts linear

programs to symmetric games. Consider again the twin linear programs
.

in canonical forms,

ATx > c Ay. b

cTy_ = Z' (Max)bTx = Z (Min)

x'0 x ?. 0

and study their relationship to the symmetric game matrix,

(3.3)

t

0 A -b

,y_
AT 0 (3.5)

t b
T

-c
T

0

Theorem I. A necessary and sufficient condition that solutions

to linear programs (3.3) exist is that there exists an optimal mixed

strategy i, t) to the symmetric game (3.5) with t > 0. The optimal

solution to the programs is x = t, and y =



Proof. The optimal mixed strategy satisfies

- bt 0

-A
T

+ ct 0

bTi- 0

(x 0, y_ 0)

Setting i= ,fit, x = xt, and noting t > 0, yields

Ay_ b

A.x c

bTx cT

(x 0, y 0)

34

(3.6)

However, if the first inequality of (3.6) is multiplied on the left by

x and the second byyT , we obtainbT x?x
T

Ay ?cy... This, together

with the last inequality of (3.6) implies

Z = cTy = bTx = Z' (3.7)

Hence, by the duality Theorem, x and y are optimal solutions to the

twin programs.

Conversely, if optimal solutions x, y exist for the twin programs,

then we can reverse our steps by defining t > 0 by

t(Exi + Eyj + 1) = 1

and setting

tx =

(Danzig, 1963)
(3.8)
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Suppose that we have solved the matrix game problem converted from

a linear program. The solutions of converted games are reasonably

interpreted in terms of original linear programs as follows.

Case 1. If we can find solutions to the game with t > 0 but

cannot find a solution with t = 0, we have both finite optimum and

finite solutions. They are given by

and

2( =
t,

=

Z = cT,y. = bTx = Z , . (3.9)

Case 2. If we can find solutions to the game with both t > 0

and t = 0, we have a finite optimum but the solution is unbounded.

Case 3. If we can find solutions with t = 0 but cannot find a

solution with t > 0, the optimum and the solution are both unbounded

for the primal and infeasible for the dual, or vice versa, or both

primal and dual are infeasible (Benion, 1960).

This conversion process can be applied to any linear program. But

as we can see from its appearance, the computational burden of solving

the converted symmetric game is too heavy, considering the size of the

original linear program.

Type III ConversiAn Process of the Linear Program

Consider again the twin linear programs in cannonical forms.

ATx > c Ay. b

bTxx = Z (Min) c
T
x = Z' (Max)

x ? 0 y ?. 0

(3.3)



The two programs can be transformed as

TAx-c?. 0 y_

-bT + Z = 0

A - b 0

-c
Tx

+ Z' =0

x 0 0
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(3.10)

Theorem II. The necessary and sufficient condition that solu-

tions to linear programs (3.3) exist is that there exist optimal mixed

strategies s), t) to the game of value zero

x A

Q = T
s c

with s > 0 and t > 0. The optimal solution to the programs is

A
x = t= and y_ =

Y_

' t.

(3.11)

Proof. The optimal strategies for the row and column players

satisfy

ATx - cs ? 0

ji. - Zs .? 0

Ay_ - bt 5.0

cT2. Zt s 0

.'.. 0, 0)

Setting yi = yt, 3: = xs, and noting x > 0 and t > 0, yields

ATx 2 c

Ay s b

T
b x ? Z

c
T,
y s Z

(x ? 0, y.? 0)

(3.12)
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However, if the first inequality of (3.12) is multiplied on the left

by and second by x, we obtain bTx > xT Ay. > c
T

This together with

the last two inequalities of (3.12) implies

Z = c
Ty.

= b
T
x = Z'

Hence, by the Duality Theorem, x and are optimal solutions to the both

linear programs.

Conversely, if optimal solutions x and ,y_ exist for the both pro-

grams, then we can reverse our steps by defining s > 0 and t > 0 by

sExi = 1

tEyi = 1

(3.13)

and setting sx = 3i- and ty =

This conversion process applies to the general linear Program, and

the size of new game matrix does not involve more entities than the,

original program. So, we shall adopt this conversion process as the

basis on which our solution criteria and solution technique (chapter IV)

will be discussed and developed.

This converted game matrix has two special features in it..

1. It has an unknown element Z in it.

2. The value of the game is zero, if there exists a finite optimum

to the original program.

In the following section, the solution criteria for this converted

game will be developed. In the light of Feature 2 above, the original



program will be assumed to have a finite optimum.

Solution Criteria for the Linear Program

The theorem II implies that the unknown value Z in the converted

game

Q

A

-c Z

38

(3.11)

is adjustable in value in such a way that the game Q has the game value

zero. This gives an advantage in solving the game, because we know the

game value in advance before we solve it. The problem exists, however,

in that, in such a case where the game value is zero, the submatrix

which gives the basic kernel is singular. This is a rather difficult

problem, because in the iterative process of solving the game, we have

to use the inverse matrix updating scheme, and this scheme does not

allow a singular matrix to be accomodated in it.

This problem can be resolved by the following argument. Since

linear programs with finite optimum have both s > 0 and t > 0, these

strategies (s and t) are obviously included in the submatrix which

gives a finite solution to the game. Therefore, we are going to

always include elements of s and t in our selective submatrix. Thus

a selective submatrix can be partitioned as

S

T

-c
T

z

(3.14)



where -6 and -CT are elements of -b and -cT corresponding to the

selective strategies, and T is the reduced submatrix of S. Note that

T is non-singular. So, now we can overcome the difficulties imposed

by the fact that S is singular, by updating the inverse of T, instead

of S. Note that the unknown value is written in small letter z, in

distinction from the optimum value Z (of the linear program), in the

sense that it is adjusted so that any submatrix S gives game value

zero.

Let J be the adjoint matrix of S.

E

Then, by the property of the adjoint matrix and the fact that J is

singular, we have

JK = K-J = D(S)I = 0

where D(S), the determinant of S, is zero. Therefore,

or

T E f

-c
T

T
TE-22 Tf-bh

.T .7
-c E+zf -c f+zh

h

=0.

=0,

39



So, we have the following equations.

TE -bg =0

Tf - bh =0

-c
T
E + zf = 0

-c
T
f + zh = 0

Also,

or

ET - fc
T

-c
T

z

fzEl; +

2 T hcT -2
T
b + hz

from which we have

ET -- T.0

-Et; + fz = 0

2TT hc
T

= 0

T*b + hz =0

=0,

= 0,
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(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

Now, since J is the adjoint matrix of S, the element h is, by definition,

h = D(T),



the determinant of T. So, we have by premultiplying (3.16) by T

D(T)T-lb .

By multiplying (3.21) by T, we have

T -1 1- -1
= hc T = D(T)c T

From (3.15) and (3.23), we have

-1.
129_
T -1. -T -1

E = T = [T b] [D(T)c T

Also, from (3.22) and (3.23), we have
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(3.23)

T.
T

z = = _ 1
T
-1LDJK ] b =c1

h D(T) D(T)
(3.24)

This is the intermediate value of the objective function of the linear

programs for this selective submatrix S.

By summing up the elements of the adjoint matrix J, we can calcu-

late the mixed strategies for the two players. Let us denote the non-

selective strategies of the row player by x. Then,

x= 0

The selective values of x, which we shall denote by x, is determined

by the fundamental formula of Shapley and Snow.

T 11 1
T
fs

T

x
T

f + D(T)]=
. ,

1TJ1 1TJ1 rD(T)

,
g_

if + D(T)
T - 1, 1)

1Tji



So, the complete mixed strategy for the row player is

if + D(T)
'T -1

iTJ1

In order for all strategies to be non-negative,

T -1
c T - 0
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(3.25)

(3.26)

But

1 + E (CTT-1)j 0,

as long as (3.26) holds. Therefore, (3.26) is the unity criterion for

the row player. Likewise, the selective and complete mixed strategies

for the column player are

and

fejl
-'\

Jl D(T) f 2
1

T1 + D(T) T b

1

T T
1
T
JJl 1 J1 2

T
1 + D(T) 1

R1. 1 + D(T)

= 0
iTji \

In order for all strategies to be non-negative,

-1.
T b 0 .

But

,

(3.27)

(3.28)
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as long as (3.28) holds. Therefore, (3.28) is the unity criterion for

the column player.

Now, let us consider the optimality criteria for both players.

As for the row player, recall the definition,

w = xTA

For our game Q, it can be written that

w =
T
Q .

By applying the Minimax Theorem to the game Q, we get

w _ v

Since our game Q can be partitioned as

(3.2)

(3.29)

(3.29) is equivalent

if + D(T)
.T -1

(c T

T V

U W

T T
-c -c

to

T
, 0 , 1

z

-c

T V

U W -b

T
-c z

0 (3.30)
1
T
Jl

From (3.25) and (3.26), we have

if + D(T)

(3.31)
1TJ1



As a result of (3.30) and (3.31), the following is true.

T -1
>c T V-c 0

44

(3.32)

This is the optimality criterion for the row player. Analogously,

for the column player, by the Minimax Theorem,

or

u = v° = 0

2
t
1 + D(T)

1TJ1

T V -b

U W

'T T
-c -c

From (3.27) and (3.28), we have

_g_

T1
+ D(T)

>0
1

T
J1

As a result of (3.33) and (3.34), the following holds.

-1'
T b

0

13 - UT-1b > 0

This is the optimality criterion for the column player.

We now summarize results obtained so far. The row player's

criteria:

ETT -1 >
unity criterion

T >2)cT-1 V-c- 0 optimality criterion

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)
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The column player's criteria:

1) > 0 unity criterion

2) UT-lb > 0 optimality criterion

Value of the objective funtion of the linear programs for the submatrix

S:

-z =cTb

We now have developed the solution criteria for solving the con-

verted game Q. Since we are basically dealing with a linear program,

these criteria should coincide with the criteria of the simplex method.

We shall now attempt to prove the equivalence of the two.

The coefficient matrix A can be partitioned as

A

U W

where T was defined in our selective submatrix S as

S

.

T -b

T
-c z

Let B be a square matrix whose elements are given by

(3.36)



Then its inverse is

B
1

-T1
0
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3.37)

If we think of the selective strategies of the column player as the

entering variables into the basis of the simplex tableau, (3.37) is

actually the current basis inverse corresponding to the present selec-

tive submatrix S. Now, the values of the feasibility and optimality

criteria for the simplex method is B
-1

b and z. c. = c
T
B
-1

a - c.
J B J'

where a is the j
th

column vector of coefficient matrix A. By apply-

ing (3.37) we get

{
b - UT-lb .?. 0 if i is non-selective

0 if i is selective

B
-1

b =

which is the column player's criteria; and

-
z. - c. = c

T
. - c

J

or in vector form,

if j is non-selective

which is the optimality criterion of the row player.

(3.38)

(3.39)

The unity criterion of the row player is not explicitly shown in
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the simplex criteria, but pivoting on the negative relative cost factor

at the positive element of its linear representation vector assures us

that we have only non-negative values of i.e.,c1:0-1; 4-1 0, and by

applying (3.37), we have

c
T
B
-1

B
if j is selective

or the unity criterion of the row player.
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IV. BASIS UPDATING SCHEME AND PIVOT SELECTION CRITERIA

Introduction

As stated earlier, in order to develop a_pivotajgorT9, two

other things beside solution criteria must be available. These are

1. Basis updating scheme; and

2. Pivot selection criteria.

From previous discussions we are familiar with a scheme_which par-

titions the singular submatrix S into a non-singular submatrix T and

other elements and vectors. Application of this scheme to the range of

whole coefficients matrix provides a basis which can be updated by the

ordinary basis updating scheme.

As for the pivot selection criteria, however, we are in a less

restricted situation than the simplex method, because we do not have to

assume the feasibility criteria (the row player's criteria) from the

beginning, which is a theoretical requirement for the simplex method.

In other words, it is not necessary to introduce the surplus and arti-

ficial variables in order to make the initial solution feasible.

Our approach generally begins with an infeasible and non-optimal

solution (if we are allowed to use more familiar terms of the simplex

method), and tries to obtain either a feasible or optimal solution to

the problem, whichever comes first. Thus if we arrive at a feasible

solution first, then we may follow the pivot selection rule for 2-phase

simplex method; otherwise, that of dual algorithm.
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Basis Updating Scheme

As shown in the previous chapter, our solution criteria are equiva-

lent to those of the simplex method. Further, if we think of the

selective strategies of the column player as the entering variables

into the basis of the simplex tableau, this tableau can be used as a

means of our basis updating scheme. For simplicity, let us only con-

sider the basis matrix, rather than the whole simplex tableau, as in

the revised simplex method.

At the beginning, let the basis B* be

I -b 0

= 0T 1 0 (4.1)

0 0 1

Then its inverse is

I b 0

*_iB= 0 1 0 4.2)

0 0 1

This basis corresponds to the initial selective submatrix

T = [Z] = [0]

Now, as the pivot operation proceeds, the basis will become

T 0 -I; 0

*= U I -13 0

B (4.3)
0 0 1 0

-c
T

-c
T

0 1
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with its inverse,

B
*-1

T-

-UT-

7 -1
c T

0

I

0

0

-1'
T b

u-UT-
1

b

1

0

0

0

1

(4.4)

This basis inverse contains almost all of the information for pivot

operation except the row player's optimality criterion. However, this

can be calculated for every iteration as

T -1 'T -1
c T V - c T ) V - c ._

At the beginning, this is simply

-c .

At each iteration, the basis inverse B
*-1

is updated by appending a

column vector whose first m components are given by

2-k

where 4 is the linear representation of the pivot column ale 1
th

component is zero, and (m+2)th component is given by

1r,

cT
-1

T a
k
-c

k
if k is non-selective

T
ak if k is selective

In practice, the (m+1)
th

row and (m+2)
th

column may be dropped out, be-

cause neither of these values contain any information or affect the
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structure of pivoting.

Pivot Selection Criteria

The pivot selection criteria of our approach are different from

those of the simplex algorithm in that they do not require the initial

solution to be feasible. Our pivot algorithm consists of the following

three phases.

Phase I: A stage both infeasible and non-optimal;

Phase II: An infeasible stage; and

Phase III: An optimal (but not feasible) stage.

As we can see, the stage of Phase II corresponds to the Phase II of

the 2-phase method, and stage of Phase III to that of the dual algorithm.

We shall not deliverately complicate our algorithm by varying criteria

from those that already exist.

For our algorithm, the problem must be set in the canonical form.

Thus, if the original program is not in the canonical form, transformation

must be applied. An equality constraint must be transformed into two in-

equalities with opposite directions first and then the greater-than-or-

equal-to constraint must be transformed to a less-than-or-equal-to con-

straint.

Phase I

Let a row vector d be defined as

d = (d.) =
if j is selective

- c if j is non-selective.

(4.5)

Then, if d ? 0, the row player's criteria are satisfied. As mentioned

in Chapter III, the row player's criteria have more than the optimality

criterion of the simplex method. It turns out in our algorithm that it
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is necessary to have the row player's criteria satisfied rather than just

the simplex optimality criterion, for the optimality of the original

linear program.

Pivot Column Selection
Criterion (I)

of the column k as the

pivot column where k satisfies

= min{ d. : 1 j n & d. < 0} (4.6)

Let a column vector 4 be the linear representation of the pivot

column 4, i.e.,

2_1( = B-14 (4.7)

and define a column vector t as follows.

T-11; if i is selective

t=
b - UT -1b if i is non-selective.

(4.8)

Then, t > 0 is the column player's criteria, or the feasibility criterion

in terms of the original linear program. Generally, ti < 0 for some i.

The pivot row selection criterion will be then designed to maintain the

non-negativity of non-negative elements of t in the previous iteration,

and possibly to increase the number of negative elements of t.

Pivot Row Selection Criterion (I-a)

[

Given the pivot column k, the pivot row r must satisfy



t
r

t.

, min (r, ). : 1 i m & (4). > 01
E-kir
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4.9)

At a certain iteration, however, it is possible that there is no

r which satisfies above criterion. This does not mean that the program

is infeasible or unbounded, because the solutions in that stage may not

be feasible or optimal. So, we proceed to the second criterion.

Pivot Row Selection Criterion (I-b)

Given the pivot column k and that there is no pivot row according

to Criterion (I-a), the pivot row r must satisfy

tr t.

max { . 1 < i < m, (Rk
k)r

ol

If R = 0, the dual problem is redundant, so it is apparent that

the primal program is unbounded.

Unboundedness Criterion (I)

Given the pivot column k, if there no such an r which satisfies

pivot row selection criterion (I-a) or criterion (I-b), the original

primal linear program is unbounded.

By the proceeding pivot operation of phase I, either the feasibil-

ity or the optimality of the original program can be obtained, unless

the algorithm terminates with the unboundedness criterion. If the

feasibility is obtained first, we go into phase II.
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Phase II

Since the optimality has not been obtained, we can utilize the pivot

column selection criterion of phase I for the same purpose in phase II.

As for the pivot row selection, Pivot Row Selection Criterion (I-a) can

be used. If the pivot row does not exist according to this criterion,

the program is unbounded.

Unboundedness Criterion (II)

Given the pivot column k, if there is no i, i = 1,2,...,m, such

that (4)i > 0, the original program is unbounded.

Phase III

Suppose that as the result of pivot operations the row player's

criteria have been satisfied. Then it is only necessary to improve the

feasibility (the column player's) criteria. So, one of the rows which

have negative values of t should be selected as the pivot row.

Pivot Row Selection Criterion (II)

For some negative values of t, the pivot row r must satisfy

t
k

= mini ti : 1 i m & ti <0} (4.11)

Now, let us define a row vector q to be

g=
f(1r). if j is selective

3

1
r

. a if j is non-selective
j

(4.12)
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where 1
r

is the r
th

row vector of basis inverse B
-1

Then g is a set of

(p_.)
r

for j = 1,2,...,n. The pivot column selection is designed as t

maintain the row player's criteria.

Pivot Column Selection
Criterion (In

Given pivot row r, the pivot column k must satisfy

d.

d = :

k -q.
_ j 5 n & qj < (4.13)

If pivot column does not exist according to this criterion, the

program is infeasible.

Infeasibility Criterion

Given pivot row r, if there is no j, j = 1,2,...,m, such that

q. < 0, the original program is infeasible.

We now have stated the pivot selection criteria. In any of the

three phases, if both player's criteria are met, the algorithm terminates.

The solutions to the original programs are obtained from the following.

Solution to the Primal Program

y
1 + D(T)

t

_

1

T
Jl

aT 1 + D(T)

1

T
Jl

(-1-11; /t. if i is selective

0 / \0 otherwise
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Solution to the Dual Program

lf + D(T)
x =

s
1TJ1

if + D(T)

\ .12

1TJ1

/rd. if j is selective

0 / otherwise.

.*
The value of the objective function isZ=cT T

-1
band it is readily

obtained from the inverse matrix.

The flowchart for the pivot procedure appears on the following pages.

Examples

To help the understanding of the algorithm, we shall illustrate two

examples. These examples are small in size and simple, but most pro-

cedures of the algorithm can be seen from them.

Example 1

Primal program:

Max Z = x
1

s.t. -x
1

+ x
2

> 1

x x 0
1,
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( START

no

Primal

Unbounded

no

END

Phase

Pivot
Operation (I)

Figure 1. Flow chart of the algorithmic procedure.



Phase III

no

Pivot

Operation (I)

no

Pivot
Operation (II)

Primal

Infeasible

yes

Primal
Unbounded

Figure 1 (continued).

END
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Corresponding game Q is

Iteration 1)

1

P-1 = (1)

, 1) = 1 by (4.6

2
(mil) "

.

r = 1 by (4.10)

-1

-- + - -1- --
1

0 0 1 -1

r = 1

d = (CT -1) V - c = (1, 0)

t = ( -1)

Therefore, we proceed to phase III.

Iteration 2)

k = 1

1
I

-1

+
1 I

1 I -1 1

t = (-1) r = 1 by (4.9)

R=11 = (1, -1)

k = 2 by (4.13)

optimal

not feasible

59
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R = (-1)

r = 1

optimal

(1) feasible

Now, the program obtained its finite optimum

Z = -1

k = 2

-1 1
1

1
1

-- --
1

1 -1 0

with solution

(x1 = 0 non-selective

x
2

= 1 selective

Example 2

Primal program:

Max = x
1
-x2

s.t. -2x
1
+ x

2
2<

x
1

2x
2

< 2

-x x2 < -5
1 2

xl, x2 0
l' 2
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The converted game Q is

Iteration 1)

-2 1 -2

1 -2 -2

-1 -1 5

1

d = -c= (1, -1)

p2 = (1, -2, -1)T

t

k = 2 by (4.6)

= 1 by (4.9)

1 1 2 1

I 1

1 I 2 1-2
1 i

1 1-5 1-1
_ _ _

0 0 0 I 01 -1

k = 2

r=

Iteration 2)

1

2

1

1

1

0

2

1

6

1-3

1 2

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

d =

21 =

,

(-2,

2

-2'

1)

-3,

k = 1 by (4.6)

-3)T

-3 T
r = 3 by (4.10)3
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k = 2 k = 2
_.

k = 1

2r = 1 1 1 1 -2 r = 1 3
3

0

1 1

2 1 1 6 1 -3 5 1 -1 9 0

1 1

1 1 1 -3 1 r = 3 1 -_--3- 1 1 1

...I.
4".. '''' 7.T. t t

1 0 1 2 1 -1 2 0 --3- 1 3 1 0

t = (4, feasible

d = (1-, 2) not optimal.

Therefore, we proceed to phase II.

Iteration 3)

d = k = 1 by (4.6

(-163, 4)T
0T

Therefore, by Unboundedness Criterion (II), the program is unbounded.
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V. APPLICATION OF THE ALGORITHM TO MATRIX GAMES

The convertibility between matrix games and linear programs makes

it possible to apply a solution method of either to the other. Since

we have developed a way of solving linear programs, it is recommended

that we apply it matrix games. In order to do so, matrix games must be

converted to a linear program first. In this chapter, we shall apply

our algorithm to matrix games with two different conversion process.

Type I Conversion Process of Matrix Games

The row player's problem of a matrix game is to find L such that

Max Z = L

A
T
x 1L

1
T
x = 1

x _
>

0

This can be formulated as the following linear program.

Max W
1

T
A x - Wi

1
T
x = 1

x > 0, W,, unrestricted

(2.13)

(5.1)

The optimal objective value of this linear program is L with optimal

solution x°. Now, (5.1) is equivalent to



Min - w

A
T

-1

1T 0

0

x >_0

The column player's problem is to find M such that

Min Z' = M

Ay MI

1T.Y. = 1

y. 2 0

This can be formulated as a linear program as

Min W2

W21

1Ty. = 1

? 0, W2 unrestricted

64

(5.2)

(5.3)

The optimal objective value of this linear program is M with optimal

solution y°. (5.3) is equivalent t

Max - W
2

1 0 W
2

-1

.? 0

Then, (5.2) and (5.4) are twin linear programs. Thus by the Duality

(5.4)
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Theorem, L = M.

Therefore, in order to solve a matrix game by converting it to a

linear program, it is enough to convert either the row player's prob-

lem or the column player's problem. It is usually more convenient to

take the column player's problem into a linear program and solve it.

For the application of our algorithm, (5.4) should be set in canonical

form first. This can be done by replacing the equality constraint by

two inequality constraints and introducing two non-negative variables

in the place of one free variable as follows.

Max - u
1

+ u
2

A -1 1
,Y.

0

1T1 0 0 1

-1 0 0 u
2

-1
Lao

y 0 and u1, u
2

0 .

(Hadley, 1962)

Example

Consider a game whose payoff matrix is given by

A

1 -2

1 2

The linear program corresponding to the column player's problem of

above matrix game is



Max -u1
u22

s.t. yl - 2y2 u + u
2
< 0

-Y1 4- 2Y2 ul u2 < °

Y1 Y2
5. 1

-Y1 Y2

Yl, Y2' u ' u2

<

?0

The converted game Q from this linear program is

Iteration 1)

1

1

d = (0,

24 = (1,

= (,1 P X X , )T =
, 1

-2 -1 1 0

2 -1 1 0

1 0 0 1

-1 0 0 -1

0 1 -1 Z

0, 1, -1) k = 4

1, 0, 0)T

0 1-1

r

k = 4

1

-1

66

1

1

1--

i

1

4-
I

0

0

1

-1

0

i

1

1

0

0

0

1



Iteration 2)

1

-1

d = (1,

22 = (-2,

t f 0
=22 -2

1

1

d = (0,

t = (0,

-2, 1)

4, , -1

0 :11 )T

4' 1'

-2

0

1 i 1

I I

l -1 I -1

0 -2

0, 1, -1)T

k

T

= 2

=2

1 1

-1 1

1 -1
1

4

-1 1

4 21:

1

1 1

2 2

optimal

not feasible

So, we proceed to phase III.

Iteration 3) By (4.11), r = 4

(4, .1, 4)

( y .

'-3/2' 1/4' -1/4
.. k = 1

21 = (0,;12-, -32) T

toIo
I I

67



1

-4

1

2

1

-4

0 0

0

1 1

1 1

4
-1

-4

-. +--
1 1

2 2

2

3

2

0 0

d = (0, -127., 0,

r = 4

r = 2

r = 3

r =1

k=1 k=2

1 1

2 2

- 1

3

0

- 1 1

6 6
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I I

0 I0

-1
i

0
3

1 0 0

-2 2

a. a 1 1

-I- 4
0 0

1
t = (0, -p 0,

T
feasible

Therefore, we have arrived at the finite optimum to the converted

linear program with objective value Z = 0, and solution

2

3 '

=0 , u
2

= 0

and dual values

v
2

0 .

Hence, the solution to the original matrix game is
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the row player's optimal strategy:

the column player's optimal strategy:

the value of the game:
0.

Type II Conversion Process of Matrix Games

The optimal strategies of neither player changes, ifwe

change the payoff matrix by adding a constant C to every element of

the payoff matrix. Hence, given a matrix game with payoff matrix A,

we can make the value of the game positive by adding a positive constant

to every element of the original payoff matrix., Using this fact, we

now assume that the column player's problem can be made as follows.

Min WI
2

(5.5)

where s = and W' = W
2
+ C is the value of the game matrix A'.

W'
,

2
2

Now let T =
1

Then minimizing W' is equivalent to maximizing
WI
2

T. Hence, (5.5) can be rewritten as

Max T = 1

T
s

s.t. As .? 1

s 0

(5.6)
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Analogous analysis can be made about the row player's problem. As

in the previous conversion process, it is enough to consider only the

column player's problem, because the row player's problem is the dual

of the column player's problem. 'Since (5.6) is in canonical form, we

may apply our algorithm directly to it (Hadley, 1962).

Example

Consider the previous example.

A

In order to make a matrix game with positive game value out of this prob-

lem, we add a constant 2 to every element of the payoff matrix A.

A' = (au + 2) =

3 0

1 4

The converted linear program from this matrix game is

Max T = s
1
+ s

2

s. t. 3s1
5. 1

s
1

+ 4s2 1

s , s 0
1 2



The corresponding matrix game Q to this linear program is

3 0

1 4 1

-1

t = (1, feasible

d = (-1, -1) not optimal.

So, we begin with phase II.

Iteration 1) From d = (-1, -1), we have k = 1

1

El (',

1 AT
21 ' 1

11

Iteration 2)

r = 1

d = -1) k = 2

Pl = (0, 4)T

t 2/, .

(x, --47) r = 2

3-

-1 2

3 -3-

1 0

----- t- --i- --
1

3 13 l u

71



d =
4)

optimal

1 I 1 1

3
0 13 0

I

-1 1 I 1 I

4- 16 11

----l---1--
1 1111,
4- 4 CZ I

72

So, we have arrived at the finite optimum. The value of the objective

1
function is T = 2-, with solution

The value of the game matrix A' is

of both players are

Lo = W2s =
2

1= =
. The optimal strategies

for the column player

11T 1 1 T
x (4:, 4) = -2) for the row player.

By transformation the value of the original game is

W1 W2 W2 C 2
2 =0

This result is consistent with the one we obtained from type I con-

version process, as it should be.
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Note that if we use this conversion process the initial solution

to the linear program is always feasible, so that we can always start

our algorithm from phase II.
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VI. COMPUTATIONAL OUTCOMES

In last few chapters, we have seen the theoretical development of

the new algorithm. In order to observe its computational outcomes in

terms of its effect and efficiency as a solution method for,large-

scale linear programs, it is necessary to computerize the algorithmcomputerize the

and apply it to practical problems. Therefore, some computer work was

prepared to meet this necessity. In our study, it has following more

specific purpose:

1 Proof of the validity of the new algorithm;

:2. Derivation of useful information about differences in structure

of the pivoting procedure and efficiency; and

3. Evaluation of the new algorithm as a solution method relative

to the simplex method.

This computer work includes programming of the new algorithm in

the computer codes, testing on the sample problems, and interpretation

of the results obtained from these operations.

Test Problems

Recently, it has been quite demanding to standardize benchmark

problems which can be used to test the efficiency of a new algorithm

relative to existing ones. Because of the complexity and variety of

linear programs, it is recognized that standardizing linear programs

in truely representative ready-set forms is almost impossible. For

non-linear programming, Rosen and Suzuki (1965) attempted an approach

which allows to construct test problems with known optimum solutions.
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This approach can be adapted to linear programming by randomly gener-

ating the coefficients of linear programs according to desired spe-

cifications with respect to the structure of the problems. It pro-

vides statistical adequacy in measuring the practical efficiency of a

new algorithm that would be forthcoming if that algorithm received ex-

tensive application in real-life problems. In order for this algorithm

to be effective, therefore, it is required to have several different

specifications and a certain number of problems, large enough to

prove the statistical adequacy.

However, this approach was not attempted in our case, manily be-

cause it is not the purpose of this chapter to claim with high statis-

tical reliability the superiority of one particular algorithm over

another in terms of efficiency. The problems for our work were selected

from several textbooks. In order to meet the time and availability con

straints of this study, these problems are of relatively small size.

There are twelve problems. All of them have finite optimums, and the

numbers of their variables and constraints range from 10 to 20. Since

problems with finite optimum give more information than ones without,

in terms of comparison of algorithms, some problems were modified.

However, no prejudice was involved in selecting problems in terms of

the effect on the efficiency of a certain algorithm,

According to the structure of linear programs, these problems may

be categorized according to the following three groups:

Group I includes problems which have initial feasible solutions.

Group II includes problems which have initial optimal solutions.

Group III includes problems which do not have either initial
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feasible or optimal solutions.

The list of these problems is included in the appendix.

Computerization of the New Algorithm

The new algorithm was computerized in a CDC CYBER 70/Model 73

system. The process of this computerization was not a direct trans-

formation of a ready-set algorithm to computer codes. It was an evolu

tion of a series of trial-and-error algorithmic revisions. The com-

plete theoretical development of Chapter III, the pivot criteria, and

the basis updating scheme of Chapter IV were not provided until the

whole computerization was finished, In this sense, this process is the

tool of adjusting the loose concepts and techniques of the groundwork

for the completion of the algorithm.

Some of the other approaches attempted during the computerization

include the following:

1. At the beginning stage, effort was made to make the pivot

procedure with the solution criteria of the matrix games. This approach

caused much difficulty and did not yield a satisfactory result, because

of the unknown element Z. So, the basis updating scheme was revised as

explained in Chapter III, and this proved to be a satisfactory basis up-

dating scheme.

2. In order to reduce the number of iterations, a two-way updating

scheme--the combination of column-wise and row-wise updating scheme--was

attempted. This approach seemed quite adequate for some problems, but,

in general, the effect of this scheme was not significant enough to

adopt it.
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3. For some problems, pivoting at a row which has positive value

of the solution criteria (in row-wise pivoting) reduced the number of

iterations quite a bit, even though this was not consistent for all

problems.

The technical difficulties encountered during the computerization

include the following:

1. It was difficult to identify the selective columns and rows,

as pivoting proceeded. Two arrays--one for the column and one for the

row--were used to hold the relationship between the position of the

strategies in the initial matrix and in the basis.

2. The above difficulty extended to matrix multiplication because

of the exchange of the columns and rows.

3. The exchange of rows caused by pivoting at a selective column

provided a difficulty in identifying the strategies assigned to the

rows.

Structure of the Computer Program

The computer program for the new algorithm called NEW is written

in FORTRAN language. No special input device was used. In order to

identify the columns and rows in the basis corresponding to the original

matrix, two arrays, R(,) and S(.) were used. The scheme storing the

constraint matrix and basis inverse in sparse form was not adopted. Sys-

tem flowchart and the program block flowchart are displayed in the next

pages. The system flowchart is constructed to show a general picture

of execution. The program block flowcharts show specific flow of

operations for three phases.
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One page of sample output is displayed on the following page.

help the understanding, some explanations seem necessary.

Title indicates the following.

OBJECTIVE VALUE the value of the objective function

for that iteration

RIGHT HAND SIDE the column player's criteria

BOTTOM SIDE the row player's criteria

PIVOT COLUMN VALUES linear representation of the selected

column

RATIO ratio of above divided by the column

player's criteria

PIVOT ROW VALUES the values of the elements of all linear

presentations corresponding to the

selected row

RATIO ratio of above divided by the row play-

er's criteria

Simplex Algorithms

Once the test problems and the computer program of the new algorithm

became available, the next step was to select some other algorithms to

which the new algorithm could be compared, which in our case are simplex

algorithms. Because of its standard pivoting criteria and convenient up-

dating scheme, which is similar to that of the new algorithm, the revised

simplex method was selected as one of the two algorithms. The computer

device used for this algorithm is MPOS (Multi-Purpose Optimization System)
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A SOLUTION TO A LiNEA PROGRAM WITH MS5

ITERATIuN 0 OBJE:AIVE VALUE 0.00
RIGHT HAND SLUE 42000.00 5000.00 3600.03 35000.00 -1000.00 -1000.00

-1000.00 -1000.00 -1000.00 -1000.00 -1003.00
dOTTOA SiOE -1.48 - -Z.46- -.97 _ ----

-2.50

PHA,E 1
PiVuT COLUMN = 7
PIVOT COLUMN VALUES .60 .09 .J4 .65 0.0J 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00
RATIO 52500.00 55555.56 90000.00 53646.15 -R -R

7R -k -R -k 4000.00
PIVOT ROW = 1

ITERATION 1 OBJECTIVE VALUE 131250.00
RIGHT HANo SlOE 52500.00 275.00 1500.00 875.00 -1000.00 -1000.00

-1000.00 -1000.00 -1000.00 -1000.00 51500.00
BUT TOM ,IuE 1.02 -.35 2.00 1.96 -.56 -.37

3.13
PIVuT GULuMN ... 5
PI JUT GO.uM; VALUES .75 .03 .01 .01 0.00 0..00

0.00 , 0.00 -1.00 0.00 .75
RATIO 70000.00 6461.54 150000.00 70000.00 -R -R

-R -R 1000.00 -R 061566.61
P1401. KOH . 2

ITERATION 2 OBJECTIVE VALUE 135946.15
RIGHT HAAU SIOE. 46153.45 6461.54_ 1415.437,9.2,3_,,,100J..oz ,LOILO 1:19

-1000.00 -1000.00 -7461.54 -1000.00 45153.65
BOTTOM aIaE .93 -.06 1.71 1.49 17.03 -.25

1.20
PIVOT GOLUMN = 6
PIduT GULUMN VALUES .65 .21 .03 .02 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 .21 -1.00 .05
._

RATIO 70566.24 40000.00 55757.,9 40000.00 -R -R
-R- -R__35272.73_ lacw.cia of.J056.44

PIVOT ROW =

ITERATION 3 OBJECTIVE VALUE 144611.82
RIGHT HANu :;IOE. 23090.91 1000.00 520.00 90.91 -1000.00 -1000.00

-1000.00 -1000.00 35272.73 34272.73 22090.91
BOTTOM SIDE .75 .56 1.09 .44 53.64 1.19

-2.91
PIVOT COLUMN - 7
PIVOT GULuMN VALUES 14.55 0.00 .40 -..5 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 -16.f6 -16.36 14.55
RATIO 1557.50 K 1300.00 -200.00 -R ...s

-R -R -2155.56 -2094.44 1510.75
PIVOT ROW = 3

ITERATION 4 OBJECTIVE VALUE 146593.64
R1C.HT HANu SIJE 1300.00_1000.004161.32 651.62__-71000.0Z__111110..111____

-1000.00 -1000.00 56545.45 55545.45 3141.82
BOTTOM SIuE .97 .05 1.60 1.24 24.55 .32

1.21

444.4 PHAuE 3
PIVOT ROw = 5
PiVUT ROW vo:.LUES

RATIO

PIVOT COLUMN 1

PIVOT GULUMN -VALUES .08 0.00 .5U .20
0.00 0.00 .50 .50

ITERATION 5 OBJECTIVE VALUE 141623.64
RIGHT HANu .;IOL 1225.00 1000.00 4081.62 461.82 _ 1003.0o__,Iaan.oa___

-1000.00 -1000.00 50045.45 >5045.45 2661.61
BOTTOM ,IuE .97 .05 1.b0 1.24 24.55 .3?

7.27
PIVOT ROW = 6
PHUT Rlw VALVES 0.00 -1.00 U.50 0.00 0.50 0.00

0.00
RATIO R -.05 R k R R

R_
PIVOT GULuMN = 2
PIVuT OULUAN VALUES -.10 J....JO 1.36 .59 0.00

0.00 0.00 -'.4t -.41 1.36

-1.00
G.05-
-.47

0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00

R R R

-1.00 0.00
.50

-1.00

ITERATION b 06JE.IiiE VALUE 1415To.3c:.
RIGHT HANU 1400.00 1003.00 2313.19 3j3.13 1000.05 1000.00

Figure 6. Computer output.
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(Cohen and Stein, 1975) in a CDC CYBER 70/Model 73. In the Revised

Simplex Algorithm (REVISED) (Danzig, 1963; Gass, 1969) in MPOS, an

m x m matrix made up of unit vectors, out of decision variables, posi-

tive slack variables and artificial variables, forms the starting basis.

REVISED stores the constraint matrix in sparse form; i.e., only non

zero elements are stored.

The other algorithm is so-called the "minimum iteration algorithm,

which has many interesting features. This algorithm was once claimed

as the most efficient algorithm among the simplex variants. It uses

the primal-dual concept, and has more complicated pivot selection rules.

This algorithm does not require an initial feasible solution. The com-

puter device for this algorithm is also provided in MPOS. Minimum

Iteration Algorithm (MINIT) in MPOS (Salazar and Sen, 1968) introduces

artificial variables, if necessary. A sequence of primal and/or dual

iterations leads to a final solution, The number of iterations and

time consumed to solve linear programs have been considerably shortened

by using this algorithm compared to other techniques (Llewellyn, 1964;

p. 220).

These two algorithms in MPOS were applied to the test problems,

and the results are included in this chapter. To keep a comparable

level of sophistication with the new algorithm, the bounding technique

of above two algorithms was not used.

Results and Evaluation

The results obtained from solving twelve test problems in the

computer program of the new algorithm and two simplex algorithms in
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MPOS are summarized in Table 1. The criteria to which these results

are evaluated are as follows: the validity of the new algorithm, the

minimum space of the central memory required in the computer, the time

required to run a problem, the number of iterations to obtain the solu-

tion, and the rate of convergence.

Validity

The solution and values of the objective function for the twelve

test problems obtained from NEW all correspond to those obtained from

REVISED and MINIT. This confirms that accurate solutions were obtained

to the new algorithm for these test problems. It is inferred that the

new algorithm will solve all types of linear programs, although this ex-

tension cannot be claimed.

Computer Space

An algorithm needs a certain amount of central memory in the com-

puter. The minimum size of the central memory required for each of the

three algorithms can be summarized as follows.

NEW: (NV + 1) (No + NE + 1) + 2Nv + (No + NE + 2) (N + CIE + 1),

REVISED: 2Nz + 4 (NV + NL + NG) + No + (No + 2) (No + 1),

(MPOS Manual)

MINIT: (NV + IL + NG) (IG + 2) + (No + 1) (NE + 2) + NG,

where N = number of constraints,

N
E

= number of equality constraints,
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N
G

number of greater-than-or-equal-to constraints,

N
L

= number of less-than-or-equal-to constraints,

N
V

number of variables

N = number of non-zero elements in the constraints matrix

If the sparse form of storing the coefficient matrix were used, the

minimum space of NEW would be

N
Z

+ 2N
V
+ (N

C
+ N

E
+ 2) (N

C
+ N

E
+ 1),

Then, when the number of equality constraints is small, the minimum

space for NEW is comparable to that of REVISED.

Computer Time

The time consumed to solve test problems for each algorithm

is listed in Table 1. The time required to solve problems with NEW rapidly

increases when the size of the problems gets larger. It is conjectured

that the dense form of storing elements consumes more time compared to

the other two algorithms, as the number of elements to be stored in-

creases. Therefore, it would be advantageous to apply more efficient

bookkeeping and programming schemes to NEW, in order to reduce the

computer time.

Number of Iterations

The number of iterations for the new algorithm varies among the

three groups of test problems. For Group I, the number of iterations

for NEW did not show any savings compared to other algorithms. This
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Table 1. Comparison of computational features of different algorithms.

Type of Problem No. of Iteration Time Consumed (sec)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 6 7 8

Group I:(1)

1 3 6 0 0 4 6 9 .288 .188 .267

2 12 10 2 0 14 10 16 .405 .516 .993

3 9 16 0 0 10 6 10 .490 .383 .742

4 17 16 2 0 23 18 26 .889 .667 2.283

Group II:

5 10 1 0 6 12 5 6 .452 .296 .317

6 18 4 6 0 12 12 10 .529 .454 1.042

7 8 2 2 11 23 8 15 .696 .403 1.134

Group III:

8 7 4 0 7 12 8 9 .445 .371 .456

9 9 5 1 2 11 4 6 .356 .282 .323

10 11 8 0 7 11 10 7 .531 .433 .641

11 13 2 0 8 21 8 8 .603 .368 .555

12 19 12 0 4 7 10 6 .665 .589 .739

1 Problem number

2 Number of variables

3 Number of less-than-or-equal-to constraints

4 Number of equality constraints

5 Number of greater-or-equal-to constraints

6 REVISED

7 MINIT

8 NEW

(1) It includes two problems which have an initial near-feasible solution.
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shortcoming might be remedied by utilizing a more sophisticated column

selection rule. For Group II and Group III, a considerable savings of

NEW over REVISED are apparent. The number of iterations for NEW for

these problems is comparable to MINIT. This result allows the follow-

ing presumptions.

1. The row selection rule for phase I of the new algorithm is

adequately efficient.

2. As the results on Group II suggest, the dual simplex algorithm

(equivalent to phase III of the new algorithm) yields fewer iterations

than the standard simplex algorithm (in our case, represented by REVISED)

for problems with an initial optimal solution. Therefore, problems with

an initial near-optimal (as opposed to near-feasible) solution may be

logical candidates for the new algorithm.

Rates of Convergence

There is no way to generalize the rate of convergence for the three

algorithms we have tested. However, it may beinformativeto reflect upon

the patterns of the rate of convergence through several typical problems.

This attempt may be made for all three categories we have discussed, but

only the third category will be considered here because the algorithmic

difference shows up most dramatically in this category. Three problems

were picked from problems in Group III and the rate of convergence is

shown on the graphs for three algorithms applied to these problems. The

following observations are made from these graphs:

1. The rate of convergence for REVISED is much slower, compared to

the other two.
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---- REVISED

MINIT

-----NEW

The first part of the dotted line represents the values of
the modified objective function for phase I.

value of the objective function

9,000..
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Figure 7. Rate of convergence for problem #9.
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2. Even though NEW and MINIT show similar patterns of convergence,

a distinction is obvious. The value of objective function is steadily

increasing or decreasing in NEW with one turning point, when the

algorithm switches to phase III. In MINIT, the value of the objective

function is fluctuating from iteration to iteration, and this reduces

the fast rate of convergence for MINIT. There is no indication that

the earlier cut of iteration for NEW yields better results than MINIT.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS, SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

In this study, an effort was made to find out a new solution tech-

nique to linear programs, based on the theory of games. Given the

known relationship between the matrix game and the linear program,

more intensive relationship was sought in this study, as a part,of a

trial algorithm, which utilizes the concept of basis and pivoting. The

pivot procedure has some unique characteristics, and there are also

some other features that distinguish the new algorithm from the simplex

method. This algorithm and two simplex variants were exercised on

CDC CYBER 70/Model 73. Outcomes from this computation validate that the

trial algorithm gives quite comparable results to those of the simplex

variants. This suggests that an algorithm based on a pivot procedure

closely related to the theory of games could be a useful technique to

solve large-scale linear programs.

However, this is not to claim, by any means, that the pivot pro-

cedure is the best technique possible. This study emphasizes the im-

portance of the applicability of the theory of games to linear pro-

gramming. More extensive researches are recommended in this area.

Summary

The contents of this study consist largely of three parts. The

first part deals with comprehensive relationships between the matrix

game and the linear program. This relationship explains not merely
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the equivalence of the two, but the operational relationship which

occurs during the pivot procedure. In doing so, the linear program

was converted to the matrix game through a conversion process. Solu-

tion criteria for the matrix game from the method of examination of

submatrices (Shapley-Snow procedure) were then applied to this con-

verted game. The process of matrix inversion was necessary in order

to apply the basis updating scheme. The case of singular matrices

was taken care of by partitioning these singular matrices into non-

singular submatrices. Thus the converted game was solved by applying

the solution criteria of the matrix game. The solution criteria thus

obtained are, in fact, the solution criteria of the linear program

from which the converted game was originated. So, these solution

criteria were verified by proving their equivalence to the simplex

criteria.

The second part deals with designing a new algorithm. The purpose

is to show the validity of the game theoretical approach by making use

of an algorithm, which is based on the solution criteria developed in

the first part. Because of the nature of the basis updating scheme and

pivot procedure, the outlook of the new algorithm is so similar to the

simplex method that it may be considered as a variant of the simplex

method. However, there exist certain differences:

1. The new algorithm starts with a canonical form of the linear

program.

2. Surplus and artificial variables are not introduced.

3. An initial feasible (or optimal) solution is not required.

4. A negative right-hand-side is allowed to be the pivot row.
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As an application, matrix games were converted to linear programs

through the two conversion processes, and the new algorithm was applied

to solve them.

The third part deals with the implementation of the new algorithm

in the computer. The new algorithm was programmed and tested in con-

junction with two existing simplex variants on twelve ordinary textbook-

type problems. These problems contained 10-20 variables and 10-20 con-

straints, and all had finite optimums. Results were compared among the

three algorithms.

The outcomes of the computer computation confirmed the validity of

the new algorithm by giving accurate solutions to all test problems.

The minimum space of the central memory and the computer time required

to solve problems with the new algorithm were not as efficient as the

other two. However, it is believed that this could be remedied by using

more advanced algorithmic and programming techniques.

Compared to the other two, the new algorithm required more itera-

tions when the test problems had an initial feasible solution, and

required relatively fewer iterations when the test problems did not have

an initial feasible solution.

The rate of convergence of the new algorithm was far faster than

that of the revised simplex method, and almost comparable to that of

the minimum iteration method for the problems which did not have an

initial feasible solution.

During the experimentation the following observations were made:

1. For problems without an initial feasible solution, the "most

negative" criterion for the column selection was not noticeably inferior
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to the more sophisticated column selection rule (in our case, utilized

by the minimum iteration algorithm).

2. The new algorithm may well be combined with the dual algorithm

of the simplex method. In other words, the dual algorithm can be

utilized, with the help of the new method, whfere the problem does not

have an initial optimal solution.

Suggestions for Future Study

In the light of the potential benefits that are likely to result,

this study of the game theoretical approach to linear programming merits

more extensive future investigations. There are many solution methods

in the area of matrix games, and each has its theoretical background.

The variety of applications of these methods could be as challenging as

the methods themselves. The possible areas of investigation include

the following.

1. The development of a more sophisticated column selection rule

into our algorithm. This could reduce the inefficiency which appeared

when a problem had an initial feasible solution. As for problems with-

out a feasible but having an optimal solution, the same may be said.

The current row selection rule appears to be adequately efficient.

2. The incorporation of our pivot algorithm with another algorithm

which provides a good starting basis. My experience in the early stages

of this study revealed that a rule utilizing the "stepping-stone",tech-

nique with minimax criteria provides a good starting basis.

3. One of the successive approximation methods could give a clue

to finding a new technique. In order to do so, it will be necessary
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to set up solution criteria for these methods in conjunction with the

linear program. This task may not be simple. On the other hand, a

direct consequence of the main concept or a slight modification of these

methods might lead to a useful result. It is expected that there may be

some kind of trade-offs between the efficiency and accuracy of solution

techniques.

4. A combination of the concepts of these methods could be better

than any one method. This would involve more complicated concepts,

trade-offs, etc., or it might come as a simple formulation. It is im-

portant to consider every possibility.

In general, it is too early to conjecture how existing solution

methods can be related to the unified technique. In order to validate

such a technique, relationships between the theoretical backgrounds of

different existing solution methods should be thoroughly investigated

in advance. There exists also a possibility that a whole new concept

for the improved solution technique could come from some other theories.

However, it is more advantageous to investigate the existing ones first,

and there are many to investigate.
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APPENDIX A

All variables are assumed non-negative.

Problem #1
(1)

Max 2x1 + x2 + 67x
1 2

.67x3

s.t. x
1

2

x
2

< 2

x
3

s 2

- x2 - 2x3 1

5x1 - x2 - x3 5 11.33

5x
1

3x
2

+ x
3

s 17

(1)
Mathematical Programming Study 4, December, 1975, p. 37. North-
Holland Publishing Co.



Problem #2 (2)

Spatial units Restrictions Level

Revenue" 15.0 27.0 15.0 27.0 15.0 27.0 15.0 27.0 0 0 0

Units' YI I Y12 Yi b Y; 2 Y2, Y33 Y3 I Y32 E,` E2 Mif Al2

K.' D.° K. D. K. D. D. K. D. K. D.

Region (1.a) Land 150.0 ) Acre 0.166 0.337
Region (1.a) Labour 6300.0 ) Hour 7.500 13.504
Region (1 .b) Land 100.0 ) Acre 0.163 0.369
Region (1.6) Labour 4500.0 ?.-... Hour 7.826 15.538
Region (2) Land 255.0 ?.- Acre 0.157 0.385
Region (2) Labour 9500.0 > Hour 8.152 13.503
Region (3) Land 200.0 ?.... Acre 0.176 0.415
Region (3) Labour 8500.0 ) Flour ,. 8.824 12.463
National Water 2500.0 .?.- 1000 mi 0.466 1.553 0.489 1.664 0.473 1.851 0.529 1.828
National D. for Cot.' 1800.0 = K. 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 -1.000 1.000
National D. for Ricci 1200.0 D. 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 -1.000 1.000National LLB. for Ex.

of Cot.' 200.0 ) K. 1.000

-(2)
Bishay, F. K. 1974, Models for spatial agricultural development planning,
Vol. 3, p. 58, Rotterdam University Press, Rotterdam, Netherlands.



Problem #3(3)

Row
:lye B P01 P02 P03 PO4 P05 P06 1'07 P08 P09

N C -.87 -.87 -.54 -.54 -.26 -.16 -.28 -.24 -19.00
L RO I 800 .73 .49
L R02 600
L R03 750 .73 .49 .22 .14 .29 .26
L R04 750
L R05 460 .72
L R06 50
L R07 560 .72 .22 .25 .22
L R08 51 -1

L R09 460 .47
L RIO 50
L R11 560 .47 .14
L R12 541
L R13 400 I
L R14 -1 -1 -1 -1 1

L R15 -1 -1 1

L R16 -1 -1 1

Problem #4(3)

Rlt,

T pe

II

Column
P01 002 P03 PO'. P05 006 107 P08 109 P10 Pll PI2 P13 P14 P15 PI6 117

C N -1.002406 -1.021426 -.92857 -1.021426 -.9483 -.974457 -1.002406 -.937856 -.974813 -.847046 -.951152 -.001 1.37 1.04

ROI E 0.0 54.5 55 52.0 55 55.9 53.5 52 53 53 53 -.54 -2.8242 -54.0 -56

1.02 L 8.5565 8.25 7.02 8.085 8.1055 8.56 8.5565 7.8 8.109 7.579 7.155 -.0837 -2.8242 -8.37 -8.68

803 L '1.635 .77 2.184 1.43 8.3291 1.605 1.976 1.06 4.187 4.717 -.027 -.0135 -2.7 -2.80

804 L 1.417 1.595 2.236 1.595 3.0186 1.498 2.08 .901 5.088 1.59 -.54 -.27 -1.62 -1.68

R05 L -.54 100

806 E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -.01 -.055 -1

PO7 L
-.964286 -1

UP IINU1 14000 181)00 Ivo 14000 10000 woo upoo Ivo woo 114000 14p00

-0)Beneke, 1973.



Problem #5(3)

Row
Type B P01 P02 P03 PO4 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 P10

N C .0015 .038 .012 .0025 .0036 .02 .0159 .07 .02 .086
G ROI 1.5 0 2.62 .176 .051 .023 .089 .074 .458 .118
G R02 10.0 .46 .50 .48 .18 .80 .73 .78 .65
G R03 .033 .0010 .0122 .0040 .0009 .0002 .0001 .0032 .0010 .21
G R04 .031 .0004 .0022 .0007 .0005 .0031 .0022 .0067 .0035 .14
G R05 20,000 33,000 560 2,100 320
G ROG .93 -99 .90 .87 .29 .89 .86 .89 .89
L R07 21.5 .93 1.0 .90 .87 .29 .89 .86 .89 .89

Problem #6(3)

Row
Type B P01 P02 P03 PO4 P05 POG P07 P08 P09 P I 0 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 P18

N C .299 .191 .145 .210 .229 .393 .229 .108 .191 .393 .183 .145 .267 .203 .321 .550 .460 .375
L It01 3,050 1 1 1 1 1 1

L R02 10,000 1 1 1 1 1 1

E R03 2,000 1 1 1

E R01 7,500 1 1 1 1

E R05 3,000 1 1 1 1 1

L ROG 4,000 1 1 1 1 1

L R07 3,500 1 1 1 1 1 1

E RO8 2,500 1 1 1 1

R09 2,000 1 1 1

F. RIO 1,250 1 1 1 1 1

(3) Beneke, 1973.



106

Problem #7(3)

Row
Type B P01 P02 P03 PO4 P05 P06 P07 Fr,.

N C 1.12 5.00 .70 .026 .086 J.75
E ROl 2,000 56 100 34 1 1

G R02 320 4.98 43.8 4.08
L R03 100 1.12 6.0 3.74
G R04 14 .1008 2.7 1224
G R05 2.6 .0504 .6 0612
G R06 10 .0504 .8 .0612 1 1

G R07 0 .0504 .6 .0612 -
E R08 10
G R09 13 .0112 27 .034 21
G RIO 10 .0646 .21 .040 .14
G Ri 1 12,727.3 0 1,381.81 244.18 400.
G R12 2,363.6 33.09 150 24.727 100. .

G R13 10,000. 99.27 659.09 199.36 150. ,___--G R14 10.000 0 0 0 ..)
UP liND1

Problem #8
(4)

Max 1.48x1 +2.38x2 + .97x3 + 1.46x4 + 2.43x5+ 2.4x5 + 2.5x7

s.t. .8x1 + .65x2 + .95x3 + 1.1x4 + .6x5 + .65x6 + .8x7 f 42,000

.085x1 + .09x2 + .09x3 + .095x4 + .1x5 + .08x6 + .09x7 5 5,000

.05x1 + .03x2 + .05x3 + .05x4 + .04x5 + .06x6 + .04x7 5 3,600

.8x1 + .75x2 + .95x3 + .7x4 + .5x5 + .55x6 + .65x7 _< 35,000

x
1

_? 1,000

x
2

?. 1,000

x
3

1,000

x
4

1,000

x
5

1,000

x
6

1,000

x7 1,000

13) Beneke, 1973.

(4)
J. V. Brown, Linear Programming and extensions, unfinished work to
be published in 1980 by McGraw-Hill Book Co., Chapter 5.
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Problem #10(3)

Row
Type n P01 P02 P03 1'04 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 P10 P11

N C 78.00 24 29.00 31.00 19.15 20.50 28 180 240 27.00 30.00
I, ROl 2,400 9.0 11 6.0 7.5 4.0
I. R02 120 2.3 .6
1. R03 300 3
L R04 1
L R05 1
I. ROG 1
L R07 75 1

L RO8 180 100 400 400
G R09 202.5 100 450

R10 .16 1
G R11 .16 --.1 1
G

CI
R12 1.8 1.1 1.0 1.3
R13 5.0 42 60 20

(7=I -- - - R.14 1,000 100
(3 R15 1,100 100

T-3)Beneke, 1973.



Problem #11(3)

Row
Type II P01 P02 P03 PO4 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 PIO P11 P13 P14

N C 30 81 89 58 79 92 446 1.20 4 1.25 .67 .08 .01
L ROI 4,800 5 16 16 12 20 15 36 0 I 0
L R02 10,000 26.50 56.40 55.40 30.40 220 78 207 0 3.74 0 _1
G R03 300 1 4

G

--"G
R04 36 0 4 4
R05 0 90 176 124 66 5 60 210 1 0 1

G RO6 0 0 3.2 1.8 3.6 4 1 1 0 I 0
G R07 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0
G R08 56 46 46 1.
G R09 0 0 150 1
G R10 5,000 1

(3) Beneke, 1973.



Problem #12(3)

Row

Type
B

Column P01 P02 803 804 P05 806 P07 808 P09 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P23 P24 P25

C N -29.91 -22.82 -16.98 -12.65 -46.38 -41.20 -36.09 -35.02 -14.98 -13.18 -12.66 -10.98 20,50 1.15 1,35 11,08 2.35 2.35 2.35

'801 L 480 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

802 L 600

803 L 750 1.82 1.97 1.47 1.07 3.02 3.00 2.96 1.27 3.75 3.75 3.70 .8 -1

804 L 700 7.84 7.09 6.34 4.89 3.36 2.91 2.90 1.41 3.65 3.65 3.50 1.6 -1

805 L 750 1.63 1.43 .48 .28 2.96 2.96 2.46 1.66 -1

806 1. 1,600 4.0 4,0 3.5 2.86 2.83 2.80 2.29 2.60 2.5 .01

807 L 1,800 4.0 4.0 3.5 .04 .99 4.58 3.90 2.5 .93

808 L 1,800 4.0 4.0 3.5 2.62 2.86 2.83 2.8 2.46 4.58 3.90 2.5 2.77

R09 L 2,900 8.0 4.0 4.66 5.72 5.66 5.6 5.94 4.58 2.60 2,5 4.88

RIO L 2,600 4.0 2.57 5.72 2.83 2.8 3.14 .69

RII L 1,500 4.0 4.0 3.5 2.86 2.83

812 L -4.2 -3.4 -2.4 -1.6 1

813 G -108.7 -98.2 -75.5 -58.7 1

814 G -41 -36 -31 -23 1

815 G 19.14 19.14 29.14 19.14 19.14 19.14 19.14 19.14 19.14 -1

816 G 9,400 28.00 20.00 14.00 9.89 20.02 16.98 14.0 12.53 16.03 13.00 10.00 9.28

)Beneke, 1973.



APPENDIX B. Computer Program

1

5

Pk0GkAti PAkK 73/73 OPT=0 NAGE FTN 4:7+4b

Prt03RAM r-',',RK(/NPUT,JUTPUTITAPE50=INPU(,TAPE61=0UTPUT)
1NTEGEn 2,:),PHAGE.FLAG
,,0114.1:4 A(51,51) 4(5 /151) ,iN.15.1.4 ,S(-51)

1N.N1 ,M1
1-1 MENSiUil LK(51) (.J1 ) _30L (51) '0(5 IA

C
INPJT DATA

REA3(60,1)N,ML.HE.MG
10 1 FORIAT(4i3)

.__Mt1=4L+t'6
HM1=HH+1
MT=1H+M.-,
MT1=1T+1

15 Md=1E+MG
M=14T+ME
H1=1+1
N1=4+1
i.EAD(60.2)(A(41,0),J=1,N)

-FORIATOF10.4)20 2
U0 3 1=1,MT
READ(60,21(A(I,J),J=1,N1)

3 CUNT/NUE
IFING .EQ. U1GU TO 4/

2i 00 79 1=4111,MT
00 79 J=1041

97 IF(ME .Eu. 0)o0 TO 94
00 30 Z=HT10

30 DO dO J=101
60 A(I.J)=-A(A-13,J)
99 00 36 1=10
36 A(I.N1)=-All,N11

00 37 J=104
35 ___17_411/41,0).=-AlM1,01

OASIS iNVLICiE
C

00 5 I=1.H1
41 CO 5 J=101

IF (J .EU. 1) U0 TO 4
o(I,J)=0.

_._..___..(i0 __L0 5

4 3(1,J)=1.
45 5 CONTINUE

00 3 i=1.M
d 8(1011)=-A(1,N1)

6(M1,M1)=0.
C

50 J kELATION4HIP 3ETWEEN SELECTIVE
iN TERAS -UF_ 01.0MN AN0 ROW

SO6MATt,t/X ANJ iTS jAVER:.iE

00 35 1=1,50
R(I)=0

55 35 S(1)=0
WRITE(61,401

48 FORMAT(11A SOLUTION TO A LiNEAR PROGRAM WITH H'SS1)

_PlkOOT-:5ELEGTIUN
60

111

DO 67 J=1.N
67 64A6(J)=A(M1.J)
91 PHASE=1

IiN=0
65 200 NRITE(61,43)/TN7

96 FOo;AAT(4j1TE,NATI0Ns,13,5.4,A04JEGT:4E 4ALUEt,5A,F1.2)
W:i1TE(61,75)(31101),I=1.A)

75 FllitMAT(t r:IGHE H4N0 SiJE 1,6F10.2.1J(/ 1uX,uF10.2))
WRITE(b1.70)(64AL(J),J=1,N)

70 73 F0m1ATIt dOTOJM 16A,6F16.2))
iF(ITN .EQ. 1)0)GO 10 40
1F(I1N 1)C40 TJ 167
IF(FLAG .E0. 2)G0 TJ 15J
GJ TO 59

75 - 1b7FLAG=0
UU 125 1=1,M
1F(3(1.11) 4.)F..A:..i=1



Pk06i2AM PARK

112

73/73 OPT=0 T.2ACE FTN

12i CONTINUE
IF(FLAG 1)4P,ITE(61,13))

80 134 FORAAT (A3- PHASE 1 - z)-
IF(FLAG .E0. 0iwK,TE(61,137)

137 FOmIAT(t0 PHASE 2
59 6P1V=0.

L=1
35 00 60 J=1,N

16 iFfiVAL(J1 3PIV!GO TO 60
dPiV=61AL(J)

L=J
60 CONTINUE

90 139 IF(L .NE. 01GU TO 13
IF(FLAG .EQ. 0)00 T0 27
FLAG=2
11iEto1,139)

136 F04AT(*1 PHASE 3 /I
95 150 CPIV=0.

K=0
CO 130 i=1,M
1F(J(1,11) .6E. GPI4) GO TO 130
GPIV=9(I,11)

100 K=I
130 CONTINUE

IF(K .EQ. 0)GO TO 27
152 00 121 J=1,N

OAJJ=0.
105 122 00 123 I=1,11

Q(J)=9(J)+6(K,1)*Ali,J)
123 CONTINUE

IF(S(J) .EU. 0)G0 TO 121
LI(J1=i(K

110 121 CONTINUE
,S4J),

WKITE(61,151)K
FUkiAT(A. P.0v4 = 1,131

132 WRITE(61,300)(4J),J=1.N)
300 FO:iNAT(t P14OT nUW VALUESti6F10.2,111/ 160(.6F10.2))

115 WITE(61,2991(3VAL())/0(J),J=1,N/
299 FORlAt(t RATIOA111A,0F10.2,10(7 16A, 6F1.0.2))

L=C
OPIV=1.E50
00 124 J=1,N

120 IF(U(J) 0.100 10_124
iF(-9VALIA/Q1J) .GE. UPIVIGO TO 124
OPIV=-3VAL(J)/4(J)
L=J

124 CONTINUE
125 .EU. U)G0 TO 20

la £F(S(L1 .EU. 010C TO 61
00 39 1=1011

89 P(I)=31I,S(L1.1
GU TO 14,

130 61 00 32 4=101
P(1)=0.
UU 62 J=1,M
P(1) =3(1,J)*A(U,L)+P(I)

62 IF(A6S(P(I)) .LE. 2.E-7iP(i)=0,
135 P(91)=6VAL(L)

A.46__IF(EA6..E4. 2160 TO 25
90 CSMALL=1.E10

1:31G=-1.E51
K=0

140 K1=0
K2=0
00 53 I=1,H
IF(P(I) .LL. 0.)Gu Tj 51
ZE(3(1,11)/P(il .GE. CSIALL/GU 1J._b3

14 CSH4LL=3(1011/P(I)
K1=1
GO TO 63

51 IFIP(1) .E0. 0.JGU TJ 63
;F(3(1,11)/13(1) .LE. 4010)00 TO 63

150 C3IG=3(1011)/P(1)
K2=1

_63 CONTINUE
IF(FLAG Inv() TO 170
FLAG=0



P2UURAM 73/73 OPI=0 TRACE FIN 4.744P.5

1/5 00 171 I=10
IF(3(i,M1) 0.)E..AG=1

- 171-GO:41/NUE
IF1=1.46 OiRRITE(01,140)

143 FOHlAT4A) PHAE 2 A)

160 170 IF(K1 .NE. 0)K=K1
4FIK .NE. 01GO TO 25
IF(=LAu .EU. 0)60 TO 22
IF(<2 .E4. 0)GU TU 2J
K=K2

165
142 FurOAT(A Ph.i0T COLUM4 = t,j3)

WITElo1,74)(Pti),I=101
74 FOF,4AT(A PLVUT UULUMA VALUESX,6F10.2,10(/ 16X,6FIC.2))

IF(FL.A6 .NE. 21p.;ITE(61,14.4)(64I,M11/P(1),I=11M)
170 141 FthciATTA muTiOA.11A,OF10.2,10(/ 1bA,oF10.2))

IFTFLAU .NE. 2/H1211E081,14/1K
147 FOitAATTA PIVUI kW-4 = A,I31

PIV)I
GO 10 200

175 U
G FiNAL STAGE

20 HRITE(o1,21)0(
21 Flirt:441(A Nu FEASI3LE JOLUT,ON A,571,13)

180 WiTE161,74/LIKOP(i),I=1,H11

WRITE(61,73)ToVAL(J),J=1,N)
GO TO 40

22 WHITE(61,23)KyL
185 23 FOR1ATTA VALUE UF THE OdiECTIVE FUNCTION ONJOUNOED *,2I3)

wRITE(o1,74),,KOP(I)II=101)

HRITE(61,731(/./AL(J),j=1.N)
GO TO-40

190 27 00 25 J=1,N
96 SOL(J)=0.

iFtS(J) .NE. 01.30L(J)=9(S(J)071)
28 CONTINUE

HkITE(61.36)(SUL(J),J=10)
115 33 FOliNATIAJuLuii0nt,6.4,6F10.2.5(/ 16A,6F10.2)1

wUTE(61,31) Z
-34-F0mH»T(A-44.L.UE OF THE O4JE4)TiVE__F-UNCTI4U--t,Eic-31
40 STUP

ENO

113



..U3kUUTINE PIVOT 73/73 OPT=) TRACE FTN 4.7+48,

114

1 :)06i0UTINE P.4CT
INTEGER k";
COMACN A (:41 ri>11 ,a(J1.51.1 ,R(511,S(::,14,41.(51.1,(40.41,11.49Vi44.(5-1)..-
1N,N1.41M1,K.L,Z.I111

5 DIMENSID%. U(1.)
ITN=ITA4.1
NR=0
IF(5(0 .NE. 0)G0 TO 10
IF(R4K1 *NE. OdS(R(K11=0

10 R(K)=L
3(4.)=K_
GO TU 7

10 IF(K S(L))G0 TO 14
IF42(K) .NE. 0)(RIK))=0

15 k(S(0)=4
R(K) =L
Nk=1
GO TO 7

-14 k(K)=0
20 S(L) =0

7 00 1 J=11M1
1 3(K,J)=81K4J)/P(K)

DC 2 1=1,M1
iF(I .EQ. K,G0 TO 2

25 00 3 J=1.111
6(1,J)=8(1,J)-(K,J)9)(1)

2 CONTINUE
IF(Nk .EQ. 0100 TO 8

30 1=5(0
00 17 J=1.111

17 U(J)=3(K,J)
U0 18 J=101

18 114K,J):3(T,J)
35 UU 19 J-101 -

19 8(T,J)=U(J)
SIL)=K

d UO 4 J=1,N
IFti(J) .E(I. 0)1,0 TO 5

40 aVAL(J)=6(M1.S(J))
GO TO

5 aVIL.(J)=4(111,J)
__CO 6.1=10i

UVA,.(J)=34.41.(J)+3(.11.1)*A(10)
.5 IF(AdS(dIAL(J)) 2.E-7)diAL(J)=0.

6 CONTINUE
4 CONTINUE

Z=8(1101)
RETJRN

50 END



APPENDIX C. Computer Output

A SOLUTION TO A LINEAR PRUGRAm WITH HS5 (Problem #8)

ITERATION 0 OBJE;EIVE VALUE 0.00
RIGHT HANu SIuE 42000.00 5000.00 3600.0) 35000.00 -1000.30 ..100000

-1000.00 -1000.00 -1000.00 -1000.00 -1000.00
307704 5'iOE , -1.48------2.34 -.07 -1.46 -2.44 -2,.140

-2.50

115

PHASE 1
PIVOT COLUMN = 7
PIVOT COLUMN VALUES .60 .09 .04.65 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00
RATIO 52500.00 55555.56 90000.00 53946.15 -R -R

-R -k --A -.K --1,000,43-
PIVOT ROw =

ITERATION 1 06JE'.,TIVE VALUE 131250.00
RIGHT reANL. SIOE 52500.00 275.00 1500.00 1375.00 -1000.00 -1000.00

-1000.00 -1000.00 -1000.00 -1000.00 51500.00
301101 JIVE 1.02 -.3, e.30 1.36 -.16 -.37

3.13
PIVOT COLuM. = 5 --
Pivot COLUMN vA,ULS .75 .03 .01 .01 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 -1.00 0.00 .75
RATIO 70000.00 3461.54 150000.30 70000.00 -R -Ott

-R -m 1000.00 -P. 0bb6*5.61
PIVOT RJy4 = 2

ITERATION 2 OBJEGTIVE VALUE 135946.15
NIL...HT HAWU ,,IE 4u1/3465- 6,4151.,..- 1415.44 -764.23--14100-0,0 -1000-00

-1000.00 -1000.00 7461.54 -1000400 45153.85
dOTTON .IuE .33 -.06 1.71 1.49 17.08 -.25

1.20
PIVOT UOLoHN = 6
PIVuT COLUMN VALUES .05 .21 .03 .02 0.00 0.00

0.00 3.00 .21 -1.00 .O5
RATIO 70566.24 40000.00 55757.56 40000.00 -R -R

-R -iv___So272.23.._ 4301.oa_o_944.1-42
PIVOT Rjw =

ITERATION 3 ObJECT:4E VALUE 144611.82 '

RIGHT HANu SIJE 23090.91 1000.00 520.00 90.91 -1000.00 -1000.00
-1000.00 -1005.00 35272.73 34272.73 22090.91

ROTTON SIDE .75 .56 1.01 .44- 53.64 1.11
-2.91

- .PIVOT GOLOIN = --7------
PIVOT COLUMN VALUES 14.55 6.00 .40 -.45 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 -16.35 -16.315 14.55
RATIO 1557:50 M 1300.00 -200.00 -R -R

-R -R -2155.50 -2034.44 1018.75
PIVOT ROW = 3

ITERATION 4 OBJECTIVE VALUE 143593.64
RIGHT HANu 51JE 1000400 4161.32 66.1.82_=.1.00.13-00 -t060.60_1300.40

-1000.00 -1000.00 56545.45 55545.45 3141.62
301704 SLUE .97 .05 1.60 1.24 24.55 .32

7.27

PHA.,E 3
PIVOT ROW = 5
PIVOT ROW VALUES -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.0C 0.00 0.00

..0.03
M m R R RRATIO -.47

R
PIVOT COLUMN = 1
PIVOT GULUHI, VALUES .05 0.00 .50 .ZU -1.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 .50 .50 .50

ITERATION 5 069E"jridE VALUE 1474523.64
RIGHT HANu O.-5E 1225.00 1000.00... 3001.62 461.82. 1000.00_ ....laaa.na____

-1000.00 -1000.00 56045.45 55045.45 2661.62
BOTTOM 4I0E .37 .05 1.150 1.24 24.55 .32

e.27
PIVOT ROW = 6
PIVOT ROW VALUES

RATIO

PIVOT GULuMN = 2
PIVOT UOLUAN VALUES -.16 0.00 1.36 .03 0.30

0.00 0.00 -.41 -.41 1.36

ITERATION E ObJE:.TIVE VALUE 147576.36
RIGHT HAND ..:I)E 1400.30 1000.00 2313.13 333.16 1000.00 1000.10

0.00 -1.00 0.30 0.00
0.00

R. -. 05 r. K

0.00 0.00

-1.00



-1000.00
301-TOM SluE .97

7.27
PIVOT ROW = 7
Pi/OT ROW VALUES 0.00

-0..110
RATIO R

R

116

-1000.00 46444.55 5545 .55 1318.1d
.05 1.40 1.24 24.55 .32

0.00 -1.30 0.00 0.30 0.00

R -1.60 it k R

PIVOT CJLuNN = 3
PIVOT GOLumN VALUES .18 0.00 .64 .31 0.00 0.00

-1.00 0.00 .41 .41 .64

ITERATION 7 OdJESTIVE
RI6MT HANo 4IJE -4225.00

1000.00
dOTTJM SluE .97

7.27

PIVOT
= 6

OTT
R
iUrs vA.LvES 0.00

0.00
RATIO R

PIVOT COLUMN - 4
PIVOT COLUMN VALUES

0.00

ITERATION 6 USJEOLIVE
RI1.'1T NANu SI0E 4511.00

1000.30
dUITOM SIuE -47

PIVOT Ro4 = 11
PIVOT ROW V4LJES

RATIO

7.27
.50

-3o.3b
1.34
-.20

VALUE 145973.64
1000.011-- 1651.82. ____81.82-1006...41.0_10.011-Za____

-1000.00 54045.45 54045.45 631.52
.05 1.60 1.24 24.55 .32

0.00 0.30 -1.00 0.00 0.00

k R -1.24 R R

.23 0.00 .77
-1.00 .32 .32

VALUE 144738.18

.02 0.00
.77

0.00

1000.00 909.03 54.09 1300.00 1000.00
1000.00 55727.27 54727.27 -90.91

.05 1.u0 1.24 24,-45 .32____-

1.3o .04 .77 27.27 1.27

.03 2.52 1.60 .90 .25

PIVOT COLUMN = 7
PIVuT 6o1..uMN yA,UES_ 2.50 0.00 -36.36 1.14 11.00

6.00 0.00 40.41 40.41

ITERATION 9 OBJECTIVE VALUE 144720.09
RIuNT HAAL4 SIDE 443.75 1000.00 2.20 4o.25

1000.00 1000.30 55625.00 54625.00
8OTTOM SIDE 1.07 .32 1.73 1.39

.20

SULUTIuN 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00
1000.00

VALUE OF THE JdJEGTIVE FUNCTION 144720.000

0.013
-36.36

1000.00 1000.00
1000.00

30.00 .57

1000.00 44625.00
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A SULUT10N FO A LINE. YROGxAM wiTH MsG (Problem #9)
LTERATION 0 OBJECTiVE VALUE 0.00
RIGHT HANG SIDE 100.30 100.00 100.00 50.00 91.50 135.00

-25.60 -79.00 -135.00
BOTTOM 16IGE -78.03 -25.00 - -25.00- -24.00 -30.00 -6-27.00 -

-34.00 -37.00 -30.00

PNAJE 1 "*"
PIVOT qu,yrIN = a
PIVOT JJLuMN VALUES 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.20

0.00 0.00 -1.20
RATIO h R 100.00 k R 112.50

-R -k 112.50
PIVOT RJW =

ITERATION 1 OBJECTIVE VALUE 3700.00
RIGHT HAAG SIDE 100.00 100.00 100.00 51.00 90.00 15.00

-25.00 -70.00 -15.03
3UTTJM siuE -ed.ao -25.00 -25.00 -Z9.00 -33.00 -27.00

3.00 37.00 7.00
PIVOT COLuMN = 5

0.00 .50PIVOT GuLUMN VALuES 0.00 1.03 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 -.40

RATIO K 100.00 R R R 180-7
-R -a 16.67

PIVOT mJ4 = 6

ITERATION 2 OBJECTIVE VALUE 4200.00
RIGHT HANG OE'. _ 10.0a 83.33- 100.00 0.0. -0 g.a-.0.1; lk..E7.___

-25.00 -70.00 0.00
30TTO4 SIaE -28.00 6.67 -25.00 -29.00 33.35 -27.00

-37.80 -3.00
PIVOT CJ_UMN = 7
PIVOT GOLUMN VALUES 0.00 1.33

-1.00 0.00

-33.01

1.00
0.00

1.00 0.00 -1.33

RATIO R 62.50 103.00 50.00 R -12.50
_ _25.40 -R. I

PIVOT ROW = 4

ITERATION 3 OBJECTIVE VALUE b050.00
RIGHT HANG SIDE 100.00 16.67 50.00 50.00 90.00 83.33

25.00 -70.0U 0.00
30TT0 3IGE 9.00 6.67 -25.00 8.00 33.33 =27.00

37.00 -3.00 -33.00
-PIJUT CJLOMN = 9

0.00 1.33 1.00 0.00 1.30 -1.33PIVOT COLUMN VALUES
0.00 -1.30 0.00

RATIO R 12.50 50.00 h 69.23 -62.50
R 53.85 I

PIVOT RJW = 2

ITERATION ,
RIGHT HANG 4IJE

3UTT04 0IJE

P.VUT COLUMN =
PIVOT u.A.GMN VALUES

RATIO

OBJECTIVE VALUE
_ 100.00 12.5d_

25.00 -53.75
-2.-00 -19.40
4.00 30.00

3
1.00 0.040

0.09 -1.00
100.00 R

R 53.75

6462.50
37.50 64.10
0.00

-22.00 -.25
24673

0.00 0.00
0.00

m h
1

101.,LD_Z3.75

3.83

1.00

73.75

-2.25

0.00

PIVOT ROW = 5

ITERATION 5 UBJEOIIVE VALUE 5306.25
RIGHT HANu SIDE 26.25 12.50 37.80 50.00 73.75 100.00

25.00 20.00 0.00
dOTTOM SIGE 8.50 6.27 25.00 7.87 32.32 .88

36.50 -2.50 .33

PHASE 2
PIVOT COLUMN = 8
PIVOT CaLuHN vALUES -1.30 1.00 0.00 0.00 -1.30 3.00

0.30 0.00 0.00
RATIO 20.19 ' 12.30 R -56.73

R h I
PIVOT 1.6:14 = 2

ITERATION b OBJE..TIVE VALUE 8337.50
RIGHT HANG sIOE 10.00 37.50 12.811 30.00 100.00

25.00 20.0d 0.00
BOTTOM JIaE r.OU 4.29 25.00 1.25 31.83 2.15

34.00 2.25 2.50

SOLUTION 0.00 0.00 90.00 0.00 100.041 0.00
50.00 37.50 0.00

VALUE OF 'HE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 6337.500



A SOLUTION TO A LINEAR PROGRAM hITH MSS (Problem #11)
ITERATIJN 0 OJJECTIVE VALUE 0.00
RIGHT HANJ JIJE 4640.00 10000.00 - 300.0) -36.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 -5000.00
iJTTOM SLUE 30.00- 41.04- 64.01 - ---54.00

446.00 1.20 -4.00 1.26
.04
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0.03 0.00

.67 .08

PHAJE 1
PIVjT COLUMN : 4
PIVOT uJLJMN VALUES 1.00 3.74 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00

1.00 0.60 0.00 0.00
-+WIO - 4440.00 2673.40- --R -R 3___ 4.110

0.33 i I -K
PIVOT ROw = 7

ITERATIJA 1 OBJECTIVE VALUE 0.00
RIGHT HA10 sIJE 4600.00 10000.46 -300.00 -36.00 0.00 0.03

0.09 0.00 0.00 -500J.00
30110M SIDE 30.00 61.00 66.0J 68.60 71.00 08.00

446.00 --- -1.211 ---- 4.00 1.25 -067 038
.34

PHAJE 3
PIVOT ROw = 10
PIVOT ROW VALUES 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00
0.00

RATIO R W. R R -. _4_______
R k R R R -.06
i

PIVOT COLUMN 12
PIVOT OJLuMN VALUES 0.00 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00

ITERATIJ1 2 OBJECTIVE VALUE -400.00
RIGHT HAAJ JI36. 4400.113- 15000.00 - 300.00_____ -36.00 .0.311 0.02.

0.00 0.00 0.00 5000.00
BOTTOd SIuE 30.00 61.00 86.00 56.00 71.00 46.00

446.00 1.20 4.00 1.15 .67 .06
04

PIVOT ROw = 3
PIVOT RJR VkLUEs -1.00 -4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0J 0.00
0.00

RATIO -30.00 -20.25 R R R R
R P. R R R k
R

eivor COLUMN = 2
PIVOT COLUMN 4ALUES 16.00 514.4J -4.00 0.00

0.00 56.00 0.00 0.00

ITERATION 3 08JE:0TIVE-V4LUE __ -6475.00
RIGHT H440 SIJE 3600.00 10770.00 75.00 -J6.00 -13200.00

0.00 -4200.00 0.00 5000.00
30TTO1 sluE 9.75 20.25 69.00 56.00 71.00

446.00 1.20 4.00 1.25 .67
.04

176.00 3.20

PIVOT ROW = 5
PIVOT ROI VALJES 4E.00 44.00 114.00 06.00 -5.00 -60.00

210.00._____,-I.00_ _ ,0.J0 1.00 40,42 _0 _._DD

0.00
RATIO .21 .46 .72 .88 -14.20 -1.47

-2.12 -1.20 4 1.25 R R
R

PIVOT CULuw. .7 3
PiVJT G,Jt_utili VALUES 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 -1.00 0.00

-240.00

88.00
.08

0.00 0.00

ITERATION 4 OBJE01IVE VALUE
RIGHT HAAL, SIDE 3600.00 10770.00

0.00 -4200.00
aurrul SIDE 64.45 73.05

194.00 1.20
.a4

PIVOT RjW =
PIVOT WolW VALJES-

RATIO

PIVOT COLUMN = 11

0.40 0.30

-22315.00
7'.00 -36.00 13200.00 - 2.0.00
0.00 5000.00

23/.30 13/.20 63.00 16.60
...Jo e..4 .67 .0E

-14.450___ _14.00 46.00_ 46.00 _ 1.00.______.0.00___ _ ___
0.00 0.110 0.00 0.00 -1.00 3.01]
U.00
-4.64 5.22 5.17 2.'46 R P.

R k P. R -.7 K
P.
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PIVOT Ii;uLUMN VALUES 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 -1.00 0.0J 0.00

ITERATION 5 08o8i.TiVE VALUE -25129.00
RIGHT HANu 8IJE 3o00.00 10770.00 76.00 -36.00 13200.00 -240.40

0.03 4200.40 0.00 - 5000.00 :

9UTTOM 8IU6 66.57 62.43 268.62 168.02 65.30
inte194.40 I.-ea 4.00 2.45 .67

.04
PIVOT ROW = 6
PIVOT RO4 0,LUES -.80 .80 1.80 3.t.0 -6.00 -2.03

-1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00

-RATIO- - -69.46 103.04. 149.23 .46.L7 -111.83- -8.LO__
-194.0G R 4.00 R R R

R
PIVOT COLUMN = 6
PIVOT COLUMN VALUES 16.00 81.74 0.00 0.00 60.00 -2.00

-1.00 0.00 -150.00 0.00

ITERATION 6 03OECTIVE JALOE -27049.00
RIGHT HANL SIJE _ 1660.00. ___,;61.20_ _ 75.00 -36.00- _fiuoa-ao 120.,00

120.00 4z00.113 16000.00 5000.00
3OTTOM 8IOE 49.17 88.83 283.02 19b.82 17.03 8.00

186.00 1.20 12.00 2.45 .67 .08
.04

PIVOT R04 = 4
PIVOT ROw vALUES

01'10

0.40 0.00 -4.03 -4.00
0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00

0.00 -0.00
0.00 0.00

k -49.21
F

.17

PI4131. GJLIJMN = 4
PIVOT COLUMN VALUES 40.83 177.53 0.00 -4.00 42.00 -1.80

-1.80 -46.00 -270.00 J.00

ITERATION 7 LOJE.TIVE__IALUE -28820.38
RIGHT HAND SIJE 1312.80 -636.5-4 75.00 9.00 5E122.00 136.21

136.20 4614.00 20430.00 5000.00
3UTTO1 SITE 49.17 68.83 86.20 41.21 17.00 6.00

185.00 1.20 12.00 2.46 .67 .06
.04

PIVOT ROW 2
PIVOT ROW VALUES -20.30 46.80 -46.51 44.38 -17.74 40.87

166.13 ___11.10 _37.13_ 0.00________J..0A ,I.aa
0.03

RATIO -2.42 1.90 -1.77 1.11 -.96 .20
1.12 R .32 K R -.08

PIVOT COLUli. = 12
PIVOT COLUMN V4...0E8 0.00 -1.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00

ITERATION 6 ObJE6TIVE VALUE -21871.31
RIGHT HANo aIJE 1312.80 6636.59 75.0J 4.00 5622.00 136.20

136.20 4614.00 20430.00 o36.59
90TTOM SILL 47.55 92.57 82.31 '2.76 15.58 11.27

199.29 1.20 14.97 2.45 .67 .06
.04

SJLUTLUN _ 0.00 75.00_ 0.00 _
-3.00 4.
9.00_ _0.0,4____136.2.0

0.00 5622.30 136.20 i4.uo 5630.59
0.00

VALUE OF THE 36JEGTAVE FUNCTION -26871.307


